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Lost 7 Years, Found;
Cameo Pin Goats Atsin

Volume C No.

ers Invite Public to Program
164 SPENT Homemak
Ending istrict Camp at Lynn Grove BEGIN WORK
MT RED CROSS
ON HIGHWAY
REUEF HERE
TO CONCQRD

A valued cameo pineLwhieb
-had been lost for taffeta Or
eight years. then found and
worn for
about two more
vears.
was lost
again last
Saturday by airs. Fred
Notional Organization Gave
employee of Turner's Depart.9,925 of Sum, Local
ment Store. She hopes to refind It Much soother this time..
>Chapter Donated $539
ealsectelantes fthst lost the pin
in her garden. Several years 11,4
FAMILIES AIDED BY
later she found Rein the soil.
21ATIONS LAST WINTER
its beauty still unimpaired.
This endeared the piece of
jewelry to her.
way Workers Praised
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t.
uves •
an Reports

_ Thirty-hive women from
five eouoty
women); WednesdayPurchase counties will conclude Lynn Grove Band, Calloway countomorrow at Lynn Grove one of ty; Thuraday-Camp Fire; Friday
the most enjoyable and instruc- morning-miscellaneous program.
------tive
oe dlitriet
honiemakers
Those front Calloway county
eatups.
Schools
The (',naves ctounty women attending the camp are: Mesdames
-Ada of Other Rural
W. R. SingleGrade and Drain Construcpresent
will
a
series
of one-act A. V. Adams, Gertie
Will Open Sessions
Outland,
ton, known to
plays Friday and the McCracken Charity Falwell, Jennie Roger*,
tion to Cherry Gotten Unliousands s of
in August
county group will give a chorus, Ethel Curd, I. T. Crawford, J. A.
der Way Wednesday
friends.;
as
directed by Miss Mable
MoRin- Outland, Miss Mary Sue Garrett.
"-Trifle Billie",
sey. Miss Mary Sue Garrett, MurRIDS ON SCHOOL BUVdied
Tuesday,
HAZEL ROAD WILL BE
ray, will be the accompanist.
•Acitt. ROUTES ARE OPENED
lune 30. at his
Visitors have not been permitFINISHED THIS WEER
home near
ted this week but. the public is
Rrown'S Grove
Two•Day Teacher Session Is
cordialler,tevited to, tomorrow's
Expect to Get Surfacing es "
rollowinga
Program and to inspect the work.
Held Last Week Before
The Flier Vaillao•school house,
long illness of
South Highway Before
of the camp.
Opening
near Calloway Ferry on the East
e o tit plications.
Winter Months
The week's project has been side, burned at 9;30
%VHS
lie
74
o'clock last
under the direction of Mrs.- Mig- Sunday morning. Origin
Fifty-four schools of the Callaof the
years Id.
n audit of Rod Cruse drouth non Lott. of Baton
The four and one-half
Rouge, La. It flames is unknown.
mile
way county rural school system
Mn, Singleton had long been
f work in Calloway county is to prepare
stretch of state highway from
vanity kits to be
opened their 1931-22 terms Mencon spondeut of Murray newsThe house and equipment were Murray
g the year ending June 30, used in boudoirs.
leading toward New Conday. Most of the remainder will
.miter
and wroth the Brown's
Is that a total of $7,164.65
above the average, according to
Miss Zelma Monroe and
. open the first Monday in August
Miss County School Superintendent M. cord by War of Cherry Corner
Grove news under the nom de
spent to aid 536 families.
wasstarted
while lb.' county hi • h schools
plume of "Billy". He wrote for
report has just been COM- Florence Weldon, of the state uni- 0. Vt'rather, and the loss is alt- eon tractors Wednesday when the
work in
will !smelt their year
the Ledger. the Times, the Times- Itexpeeted Woman heaves Vandly A
and balanced by G. W. versity, are attending the camp proximately 1;1,500, with $600 In- right of way started clearing the
just south of town.
September, Superintend nut M 0_
of Four Daughter end
The Paris Bate-ball Club, is of- Herald and the Ledger & Times
Its by, Washington, D. C.. a as special directors. Miss Sadie so ranee,
Wrather said.
Wilgus, demonstration
The road will be the megpa of
agent
One Son.
fered as the diamond attraction until shortly before his death.
it
Cross auditor.
Patrons of the district were
from Calloway, is in charge of tips sald
A. two-day session of county OIA the mllegeelield this
He wee _Aloe
to have been in, some dir- easy traffic across the Clark's
D. Hatton, Calloway count* -general'arrangements.
She Ts be- atutrno'mnent over the teacher selec- river at Parte- Bridge 'The rood
Mrs. W. W. Daily, a highly
us of -his section.
rt• WAS hell-- Ti-ere- af the noon at four tecinek in a .'ash esteemed.
man,
and
all hie assistants ing assisted by the demonstration
will include the improvement of
essafelirt home 'ast Friday and Sat- with the undefeated alurrav hide- dee'ilX religiops, friendly and .eseected woman Of the /Limo *sc- i a
e drouth relief work in this agents from the other counties. ted for the current term and it is this bridge
and
the
turning
sin ?re
Mr. Singleton had a ion, died Thursday, July 2, at
urday, at which the course of hudente.
of
enderstood
promises had
that
acutely, were highly 'praised for They are Miss Mable McKinitey,
the Main highway into an imstudy was gone over and supplles
Murray. will - go to Paris Ito- large following of readers who ter home near Alma, of cancer' :heir
work
Mr.
by
Ramby. McCracken; Miss Florence Cobb. been- made'that school,"would not proved route.
distributed. Dr. O. T. Hicks and morrow) Friday for a return en- did 1.10 k OrVi litre eersonally but of the stomach following a year's
year".
there
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hs
this
hal
way
been
has
declared
by
(Mites;
Mrs. Louise McGill Craig,
Dr -.Poret, of the college, and gagement.
ie settk esijoyed his %settings and Illness. She was 69 years old. IL
This road will
be' the fifth
Cross executives to have Hickman. and Miss Aida Henning,
Sum lying are four daughters.
Mayer Ed Filbeck. were on the
Robinson, who blanked Fut. coulee-vita on current affairs.
highway to lead out of Murray.'
one of the best managed Fulton.
Mrs.
Edd
Stroud.
Mrs. John ()nprogram during tthe, session.
Mr.'Shag oton was a member of
-' 'on last Friday, will throw for
The Hazel road will 'be finishlea in the State.
Mrs. Mildred G. Day, a special-the 'Primitive !tamest church and ettle. Mrs. J. B. Cooper and Mrs.
ed within the next week. The late
The regular meeting of the Murray.
Of the $7.164.65 spent in Cal- 1st in home economics, of Battle
Carruon
OUllaad,
oisw
son.
!Wfuneral
services
Glenn
were
-Jeffrey, fleet outfielder,
span of the road was started last
conducted
001UltY board of education was
lowly county, $6,625 was given Creek, Mich., is assisting in the
held Monday In
the office of is leading the Murray Players at at ' Antioeh Wedn.eadny of hue eer Daily: three sisters, Mrs. Re- 17 the
Ralph Churchill, well known week and the Pryor Company exnational chapter and
bat, having
pects to complete the job within
hit setely ten week by Elder J. R. Scott. Burial eert Hendrix, Mrs. Guy Farley 4gEt.65 by the local chapter. food demonstrations.
Steperintendent Weather with all he
Instead of the usual participa- Murray stnger will be on the air the next few days.
_itnex In the lase eleven times at Was in Centavo- No. I, which is and- Mrs. Edd Tucker, and' two
members present.
shows
audit
Sunday
eventpg
the
o'clock
nine
following
at
tion
in
preparation
the
of the
brothers, Gilbert
and Walter expenditures:
Judge Hale said this week that
-The new East Shannon school, utt and gotten on base eleven more than 100 years old.
daily food, these women are en- from station- WJR, Detroit.
The only near surviving relaof tuo rooms. was accepted by .onsecutive times.
ood
Mn, Churchill will take part in he had hopes of getting the road
$6,591.27
joying
the
luxury
of
airs.
meals
Daily
servwas
a
member of
tive is A brother, who lives In the
the board.
lathing
163.7e
ed by three of Murray's best col- the "Happy Half Hour", to be surfaced this fall. This road of
:he Flint lieptist church. Funeral
West
edicine
1.50
Contracts were awarded on
ored cooks. The menu provides broadcast from the First Baptist about 7es miles,has reached, me
Hundreds of friends join this services e ere conducted at the h Office Expenne
approximate cost of 660,000.
5.70
three school bus routes. They
plenty of vegetables, meats, milk, church' Pontiac. Michigan.
newspap ,r le feeling the loss of ellurch Friday by Elder N. S.
-Seed
11.10
Many Murray admirers have
were; -Sage Hill to Cl. W. Morris
and Ice cream, served
in
the
till thin- fried
a
as well as castleberry, of Benton. and burial
Peed
314.95
and son; Lone Oak to R. D.
shady grove of the Lynn Grove heard Mr. Churchill with delight
wag in the Aimo cemetery.
Fuel .
A Week's revival services at the chlrent aed neialtbor
38.26
over the radio and many expect
Trevle. and
Miller route into
High School.
Concord to Wilson Parley. Con- Flint Springs Baptist church to
Early rising in the morning is to tune in -on his program SunJohn
Childers,
Total
Former
..
•,
$7,462.80
open
Sunday,
July 12, has been
htracte on three other routes are
evidently a habit of these farmers' day evening. Mr. Churchill has
. Balance in fund .
1.85
Countian, Died Monday
expteceed to be awarded next announeed by the. pastor. Elder
wives, for each morning finds the a bass voice of unusual power
Families
aided
were:
food,
J.
R.
Flyann.
week.
majority of the 35 up and dress- and tone.
53111:' clothing, 77: feed, 95; fuel,
"Joen Childers. aged 66, a formElder A. E. Lassiter. of PaduThe regular routine of business
The reulains of Emil Snyder, r.t• seed potatoes, 6; and medi- ed in plenty of time for the 7
College -Mereleisms
To
Ofve
cah, wilt do the preaching and the er rssitisto of Calloway county. it
sholock, .tsseakfast. The -period
- -IRAs t ransieted.
years
old.
of Harvey, Ill., were cine,- I.
Downtown Programs SInd end,
died at his
home in alhincalt
from 8 to 9 o'clock is spent in the
•
All of the board were guests at public is invited to attend all of Monday of this week, and was shipped to Calloway county last
addition
In
the
given
to
sum
•
4th Thursdays. •
recreation leaders' training. From
luncheon of Esq. G. U. Potts at the serriees.
.vork and laid
to rest in the slam for clothing, thousands of 9 to 10 the handicraft
Services will be held at 10:30 buried at the Jeffery eonietery eerguson
practice
leks home near Murray.
rraneents
were
given
citizens
by
cemetere
Tuesday
College
The
band, under the
five
Rev.
W. T. M. Jones,
miles
o'clock each morning and 7:30
sLo
isttunder the supervishat of
Mrs. Fannie Cartis: 84 -years direction
northeast of Concord.
a the town and county and were period
of
Prof.
J.
H.
each evening through Sunday, of Alma, coadueted the funeral
Mrs.
old,
Thursday,
died
July
2,
at
the
Dameron. will present a bomber
services. He is survived by his
Mrs. Snyder Was formerly Miss distglbuted by the local Red
July 19.
The
noon
luncheon
la
at
12
of
home
her
niece,
Mrs.
J.
W.
-organization.
wife and ten children.
Florence
Lamb, of the Lax Crop
o'clock, and the hour following is Cochran, six miles west of Mur- of selections in the Murray courtThe 1600 bushels of seed rye given to
house square this -"evening at
]leighborhood.
rest. The wornen are al- ray, of general debility.
Murray,. Postmen Defeat
Mrs. 7:30. This will be
distributed
in
county
last
the
fall
Weigle-Crabtree
one of the
lowed free time from 2 to 3. The Curtie
had
been
ill several regular semi-monthly
Banton, 10-9, Wednesday Mat'ria.ge
included
not
in
is
above
the
programs
Wanted-to trade nice home bt
next hour is given to the lectures mouths. Mrs. Cochran was the
which
are
gtVen
on each sewed
of Mrs. Day. A reading circle has only near re ative urviving.
The marriage of Miss Myrtfe Paducah for email farm in Qtllo'statement
The M'urray Postmen's baseball
following
was
The
-way.-Ses- W. H. Pinney:
been organised in the group and
lie
Mrs. Curtis wets -a member of and fourth Thursdavs.
Two Circuit Judges on Same team journeyed to Benton Wed- Crabtree, daughter of Rev. and
The program for title evening's
Mr. and Mrs. Horace. Kelly, of ramie by Mr. Holton:
Ite has its period from 4 to 5 the Me'hadist church. Funeral
nesday afternoon and defeated Ors. A. M. Hawley,. of Hazel, Nashcille.,
supplies
carload
Bench Unique In Kentbeky
food
ef
"the.
concert follows.-Tenn., are visiting Mr.
o'clock della'.
services
wers
cutsiticted
by
Rev.
to
James
Burherts
the
Wright,
son of
Marshall counts, outfit, 10 to
-Judicial History.
Mrs. T. H, Stokers. Mrs. conegted be the farm bureau in
The boor from 5 to 7 Is given R. H. Nino- at Farmington Friday - Them Bases (March t-Muffins
se
'Mr. and Ws. J. F. Wright of and
9.
Gavotte Louis X111-LaurenKelly was formerly Mies Jettie Neer- York State and handled to supper and vespers.
afternoon at six o'clock and burial
charge.
Isnth and 'Dye were batteries Pulaski.• Tenn , took place in
History was made in 'circuit'at
without
roads
by
rail
-tie
-au
•Mae Padgett _Rad who lived near
The program ter the evenings was In the Farmington graveyard. sit
ton last week when two eir- for „Murray while Doe Carr, Shoe- the mein lobby of the girth dorm- Mayfield
_this.
Spirit
got
("roes
Red
Tim
The Olive Branch OvertUrel
hut was a frequent
has been le follows:
hiudges of the commonwealth maker and Schott's'r contributed itory in Old Hicatetry, Tenn.. visitor
carden
packages
of
750
Edward Olive
in Murray with relative.
Monday-Community
Party;
Juts. 30 at 1:30 o'clock.
heavy hitting for the locals.
jointly on a court action.
The
Solo Pompose (tuba) solo-Al
Tuesday-Folk games Hickman
Rev. J. E. Roberts, pastor of end friends.
e two judgeswere Judge Ira
,150,er more- 1/04/114111_ Of
- •
Hays..'
Played by itelniiriollt
MIss
Jaunita
MeDoteltal
I")
rat
Baptist
Visited
Chorch,
officiated
ith. Hoekinsville, Bthia
'least furnished for pellagra treat-,
Por Mr.
The Awakening of the Lion-L
in the. presence of an assemblage Miss Margaret Purdom, Hopkins- 'artent. We would be safe in saYstrict, and Pelee Joe L. Prier
Fesh Miller Jai) 4th.
starch
)-Reepeant
-F-le friends of the youile couple. ville, Ky., June 27-27.
Paduceit.
tile
Marshall-McOn July Ls the Dees flank of
itig that;412500 would hardly
Intermission
A host of friendseand r.laUcte
Eld. Johan W. Holst(pple, folmier (-over our' debt to- the Red Cross.
Cracken
tee.
The bride wore on temenible
Hazel paid its twenty-first cone
The Western World tmarchlThe re. -son ler the 'joint sitting 4 Mr. Eph Miller -lathered a: of white crepe and late fashioned reeldent of Calloway, but who
"When our drive is +darted this
semi-annual
secutive
dividend. Price
your
accordthg to
is the sit dlerity of suits brought his horns on .1nly 11.11.. ter the an- on lines of extreme simplicity. leis been residing In Texan for a fall
help
SWSII1P Opera a IrOn.l.bOne og)
Sunday
morning. theme
at Six per cent for the six tnonths
. In Callov ny and Marshall coun- nual celeh*on of hfs birthday. She serried an arm bouquet of number of years, is visiting rela- ability, that la the beset you can 10:45 will be, if God -wills: 'The ending June 30 was voted by the
Each
brot
tives
friends
and
here
a
basket
of good white carnations arid oreheelenk. ties invohine important points in
The Best-loved Southern MeloInward Look In Repentance". At directors.
Mrs. Burgess Parker continues
malting awards for the capture of _hinge front home so .rliere wag . spur
The Dee. Bank is regarded as fliest (a medley of plantatiral
7e 7e II. m, the theme will be,
plenty of
quite ill at theeCliale.
time to enjoy real'
bank robbers.
eoreee)---Al Hayes -"The Five Main -Aetore In His- one of the strongest and ab
At ter the Ta-reMonithe couple
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kilgore of
The ca- iii of particular _inter- others company. The large table' motored te Chattanooga. After
March "Nat tonal Em hi eme____
tory'.
Th. period In Bill Ms-. managed "hanks in this section
est here heranse four Calloway Which was placed on the lawn a few days there they will go to Paducah were in Murrey. Tuesconsecuriti.e
divipaid
has
and
Bagley
tory in which we are nevi- living
ladened
day evenins for the. Shakeimearts
with two huge
reen_arc eprincipals in an action was
organization
since
dends
began Slre.S. D. The Dark Ages
Smoker Mountains.
Upon their
takes.
one
Over the reveird due for the cap- hitt litia y
bearing retern they will be at home at play at the college.
Tobacco growers of th. Coun- began about that time.
That
Mrs. Claude Winelow and- John
evade-et - and
two sox Jones street, Old Hickory,
_ tore or imuths oho made an on- eighty-five
mass
period
the
reminded
continues 'unit the .Ever- Mr. and Mrs. Stenles Houston
of
ty are again
successful attemet to rob the chicken pies.. Me, Mellor cn-nnot where. the groone is now con- Winslow, of Mayfield,- attended meeting whiet will be held here lasting Glespel 19
Honored at l'arty
to
all
Its
-ached
"Macbeth" which was elven at
Bank of Golden Pued lest month. recall the time when he was note_egeted
The five main netors
t
with the Dr.- Pants.
at the court house Saturday after- nations,
resentIrgr _Tues414--ematiaft
Mr. and Mrs. Georee Upchurch
sere -Me -MIMED-. -FT -F. lassetted-69-042--leaet 01114' ettickeit
ourpoee from God's view-point are Christ.
Davie Walker, .70 years old, a
entertained atilt a 'steely dinner
Mr. and Mrs: _W. J. Caplinger noon al-2-leettrek for the
sWarterfield, J. N. Reed. of Ham- pie.
Satan,
the
contract
for
the
Baptiste;
the
discussing
the
Catholics
of
.Among
spent the week end with railsNational Hotel Sat- prominent farmer of the Cotthese present were:
the
at
party
Suit
lin, and lelvin elelIaviel.
marketing and
the
Protestants.
Human to-day evening, in complimeid. to tact'
Grove and
Mr. alit Mrs. Ed Shackleford,
thss of Mrs. Caplinger in 'Cam- proposed co-operative
Palmerville,
hits been filed against them by
association.
governments are not of first conbellsburg. Ky.. Cilffty Falls, Ind.,
Mr. anal Mrs. Stanley Houston. of Tenn., comotullfty died at the
two deputy alteriffsof Trigz coun- Mr. and Mrs. Jim Toineson, Mrs.
sideration.
been
Aline,
has
trete
Keys Ft
They are secondary Dallas. Texas.
hospital
here
Inc
Thursday
W1,11-,
following
and\Ir
Madison,
.
Ind.
Mart Rogers,
ty'
With verbatim the hest wheat -- Mr, and Mrs. C. H. Lowry and named chairman est the meeting and hrentliary in Gad's plan to
The guests afterwards a ere a several weeks Olsson of cornlarsbatletwerigg county of- Hazel. lays Mr. and MIA. I'. R.
the
Saturday.
fulfilling
here
held
be
to
of
the
prophecies
of
onS
Entertained informally on the
children of aPdticall were weekin dispute as to timers, Miss Louella Rogete Mr. yield in years, the crop of L
ficers are al
J. D. Craddock, of the Federal His Word concerning His people. lawn of the lischurch home.
end gueste of Mr. and Mr's. C. S.
Besides his widow, he leaves
Rogers, Miss
who Is entitled to the reward for Wayne
M. °dell and John Jones', two miles
sure
His
explain
will
the
word
prophecy
Farm
Board,
of
settles
climbed ,steadily Lowry. •
one daughter and two Sons. He
Murrsv.
Those included were:
Nieture of the Calvert City Bank Rogera. Won adtteah. Mrs.-444ft tnt
the destiny of nations. History is
growers
Hissers. Mrs. Ira Roberts, Padu- toward th.e.-record of this county
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dixon. of tenative contract to the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Houston.
a member of the Bethany
robberg earlier this spring.
Federal Farm Board pro- His story told beforehand, so
The
cah.
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Mr.
Whe_11.
Chtireh
arebushels
erh
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ext
Mr.
e
0
and Mrs. John Rowlett. Mr.
and Mee - Wiebert Hairy,
of Christ.
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•
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seday.
dewas
A
family,
their
relatives
Diuguid
large crowd attended the
down
Miss
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hand
Mr. and Mrs. Jim
in the county. Mrs.
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...tiatek His steps and see how Ruth
Hart. Miss Lydia Sue Hart, Miss
The wheat, is of Unusual quality Dixon wasv turnierly Miss Alberna ganization of grazers in an ad
funeral 'services which were conHouston,
Estelle
Miss
Houscision July 15.
visory capacity and to loan these in eNery detail history fulfil, His ton, Mr.
Coltman. lira. Ltnnie Bart, Ur, and the grains, on the average, Nance
and Mrs. Roy Farmer, ducted
from
the
Bethany
foganixatierus money at a low in- (ore-told propheelee. Selah!
Sam White, Mr: Enkley
enortnotta
are
Br-WOW"'
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MoreMIAs Ethely Thornton, Mrs. Har- Church of Christ in Stewart counruiterxrdierabl
i
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Robert's,
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afternoon
at
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Mr_
ar- must be first organised bkTaylor. Lesion
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' o'clock.
parents farmers themselves.
Mr. and
farmers
Mrs. Penile.. RoLent, and
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Mr.
herethat
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airs. Jack Farmer wa; at home
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and
thousand
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Mr.
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day afternoon.
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Harry Gilbert Program
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Anderson
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a
grandd,a.u.ghter, Mn,
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work.
Hundreds of friends and adon the docket.
Ruth Hopkins and children,
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Flint Valley School
House Burns Sunday

Ct

MRS. W. W. DAILY,
59 DIES AT ALE

Murray Ball C
to
Engage Paris Today

Ralph Churchill To
Broadcast Sunday

Flint Springs Baptist
Revival Is Announced

BAND TO PRESENT
PROGRAM TONIGHT

Illinois Man Is
Buried in County

Mrs.'Fannie Giirtisi
84, Dies in County

\JUDGES TO DECIDE
REWARDS JULY 15

IS

•••••••••-•

Dees Bank Pays 21st
Senti-annu-al Dividend

Murray Baptist
Church

ii

Tobacco Meeting
Saturday, 2 p. m.

Leading Tennessee
Farmer Dies Here

And John Jones'
Wheat Nears Record

Quarterly Court
- Is Held Monday

Bank's Seed Wheat
Repaid by Farmers

Fourth Is Quietly
Marked in County

4

Dr. John W. Carr Writes Description of Rotary International Convention in -June

Rich Entertainment Program for Summer
Session at College Announced by Faculty
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mate.An afternoon tea was,cussed by representatives from
Or. Carr Tells of
;Oven at the "Schoobrunn- and different countries. The greatest
of the convention was deRotary Convention the President ot the Austrian Re- addreee
livered by Lord Cecil of England
public gave a deception in honor
of the officers of Rotary International in the
palace of the
Hapsburgs
The ploi:‘A so, was pitched On a
high
plane
In
addition
to
euutine inatteis pertaining
to
Rotary International, topics of
world wide importance were 43.-

Murray Gridders to Meet
Bowling Green October23

on "Disermament".
The outContinued tree, page 1
standing address by a delegate
from the United States was made
0-----House" for the entertainutent of
by Edward Fatale of Boston on
avenged a previous - 12-0 defeat
the tisiting Rotary Asenn"World Prosperity and Standards
by breasting the tape' 7-0 ahead
Rotary badge was all that was
unique
adof Living". The most
neressai to goin admission or to
of the savages.
C.
Thommade
by
T.
dress
was
be admitted to various entertairo
Rivalling 'the' game With Wessen ot Dennsary on the high lights
!melte sponsored by the local coinIt was deof the convention.
tern for excitement is the Armislivered in choice English but the
tice Day game with Miami UniLi) Martha Kellyclosing paragraph was given in
ten languages so every delegate
Hip! Hip! Hurrah! The long versity, when the two-teams are
might hear the last of the sum- talked of opportunity' is at hand! the guest of the Padvesh Lions
mary in his native tongue!
will add to
the club and play on Keller field.
The West Kent-"cky -and Southern Illinois Hereford
The routine business of the Floodlights
Games with the Lambuth Colconducted
in
general
excitement
when
Murivas
the
convention
Associat:An
invites
,:ou
to
be
present at their anBreeders
the proceeding will ray State College Thoroughbred lege Eagles and the West Tenbut
English.
nual sale of 53 purebred Herefords to be held at the Pyle be printed in English, French,
nessee Teachers, both to be
Bros. farm 2 miles from Hop kinsville on the Canton Pike, and Gentian. Whenever an ad- football team meets the Hillin Murray. will complete the
toppers
at
Western
Teachers
were
translations
There
given
will be 15 bulls. dress was
Wednesday, July 15. at 1:30 p. m.
Murray schedule.
lanother
two
College
the
in
the
out
in
Western
risen
stadium
_
.
15 cows with calves and 23 heifers of Woodford and
guages. The lack of a universal on the evening of October 23.
Although Coach Carlisle CatchDomino breeding. Don't fail to attend this sale if you language
is rightly regarded as
want good cattle at your ov:n price. If interested write one of the greatest hindrances 1931, for _the firat game ever in will miss eight familiar faces
to F. E. White, Hopkinsville. Ky.. Sales Manager, for cat- among the nations of the world. played between football teams of when the day for fall practice
begins, t-he
number
recruited
A report was made on "Esperan- the two insattitione
alogue.
as a posaible universal hieto
front
the
ranks
of
Coach
Miller's
Western
Teachers
t4ollege
and
euage in the future.
University. appear
on 1930 freshman team will offset'
The most important declaration Miami
Harlan Brodie. 1930
made by the convention- was the !Hurray's schedule for the first the loss.
Miller.
William
adoption et a resolution favoring time
The fast freshman hoop captain, Jim
the
by
reduction to armaments
team ot the college took one and -Peg- Mahew. James Bowman,
world"'
nations or the
Jess Haynes,
Sam Traughber,
Although Rotary originated in dropped one to the freshman Millthe United States, It is significant toppers during the past season. Walter "Bull" Wells, and Pat
that Its greatest growth during The co-ed basketball team has Brewer comprise the eight who
the current year has been among
played four games with the Bow- have made history on the Murray
eon-English speaking peoples in
fritilron
different parts of the world. It ling Gieen lassies and has never
is being acclaimed as one of the been able to make the winning \ Fifteen members of last years
beet gift-it-to the one world from.
tit Lite score':
—
se had will- --tie !leek for service
the new world.
The Murry State Teachers next season. They are, Reed, J.
The largest delegation was front
.••••..m••••••4
4444•Ir
the United States, 1522• the next College „Aiwa admitted to
full Heath,. H. Heath, Nam z.
was front Great Britain, membership in. the S. I.
A. A. on Perduec Evans, captatn, Foster,
Just the place to spend the warm, summer evenings--Ev- largest
from
was
213, the third largest
Smith, Todd. Wickliffe, Powell,
cry seat a cool retreat
Czechoslovakia. 266. Good for the Deceniner 16, 1930. Four of the
Byrd, Chambers and Coats.
Czechoslovakia.
nine
games
scheduled
of
for
country
the
little
Other countries sending more coining season are with S. I A.
Niembera of the 1930 freshdelegates—Germano
100
than
LAST TIMES TODAY—
A. teems, and two of these will man team tbat received numerals
2,12, Switzerland 1g3. France 172,,
Spencer Tracy and El Brendel in "6-CYLINDER LOVE" Austria i outside of Vienna i 172, be played aierright The Southern and will report for. practice in
Association teams on the sched- the
fall are. Cutchime, King,
Italy 137, Canada_ 110
III addition to -roe named ule Sr.-. Union University, Jack- Thompson,
Belote,
Brinkley,
counpean
Eu
other
above 14
son , Tenn..
Middle Tennessee Yarbrough. Miller, Hays, Bryant,
tries sent deleg.ations—lielgiuto.
Murfreesboro, Laster, itahni, Whitman, Jones,
Denmark. Estonia. Finland, Hun- Teachers College,
Okra-. Jezmhdo.ia, Lexembourg. Tenn . Western -Teachers College, Shaw, Allen, mid Gardner.
l'oland, Bowling Greene
Norway,
Netherlands.
. and Miami
°The schedule follows:
Portugal. Roumenia, Spain. and University. Coral
Gables, Fla.
Sweden.
septeniber 25, Union University
Opening their season with a
Atnerica sent delegates uot only
lriightl at Jackson, Term.
and
States
I•nited
from the
night game at Jackson, Tenn.,
Octobei 2, Delta Teachers at
temada hut troin 16 other noun- on the
home
gridiron of the
disisions- -Itet- muds.
n-ies and
Murray
Cr
Ion
Bulldogs, the Racehorses
ilobis is. Brazil. Chilo. Columbia.
October 10, T. P. 1. at CookeHonduras, match speed with Delta Teacherg
Gauternala.
Cuba,
Panama,
Nievico. Newfoundland.
on the home field and the jert8- ville, Tenn
Parai.ioay Peru. Porto Theo, Sal- drys front
- October 17, Open
Tennessee Polyteohnle
vador, soli Uruguay.
with
October 23, Western (night)
Austraiiia sent It) deln.:ates Ind at Cookeville. Tenn.. and have an
at Bowling Gr0011.
open
date
before
6.
Zealand
Bowling
visiting
New
JACKIE
October 31, Middle Tennessee
Asia sent delegates from Bur- Green
COOPER
Malay
Federated
at Murray
ins, Ceylon,
Following
'Ile
Netherlands,
game
with Wesstates. India. Japan.
November 6 ,
Southeast MiteSensational Star of
Palestine. Siam, tern. Murray will be elated by
Indies.
East
emir' t night at Cape Girardeau
Settlements.
straits
the
strong
Middle
Tennessee
"Skinny"
November , 1 1, Miami at . PaduThe Philippine Islands sent one
Teachers, who hosted the Cutchdo-agate *ad Relwali seven
cah.
MARION
To make it almost enaniumus Mitten 19-0 in their 1930 game at
November 18. Larnbuth at MurSHILLING
Africe sent delegates from Rd
Murfreesboro.
ray.
..:1an Congo, Egypt, Kenya, MoThe third night game will he
November 25, West Tennessee
rocco, Southern Rhodesia anti the
Immortal stars of
played at Cape Girardeau, Mo .
Union oT S011 h
at Murray.
year's
greatest
against the
Southeast Missouri
Watery ie trill) international!
films . . . Bonded
Indians
Thoroughbred
supHy„
Gainesville.
tie:en county farmers are growSharks Bros.,
in
Rex Beach's
porters will remember that in the Me
and
grass
alfalfa,
their largest sudan
in
acres
50
have
Powerful story.
encounter
between
Some also are trying
these acreage.
aeve used -500 tons of limestone last
Barley
millet.
sweet teams. Murray, traveling on a erohoma
and
(of, red , clover, alfalfa.
fall furnished good
clever. ind.koresin _lespedeza
*low- tree* la a downpour of rain, sown last
grazing.7-Al Gregor *as trained a big
police dog to guard the cash reg.
ig. Creek,
lanes in his store at Sprir
kHz.

First Tilt to Be
Played With
Hilltoppers.

HEREFORD CATTLE SALE
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Charter No. 10779
Reserve District No. 8
•
• Report of the Condition of the

ADDED
COMEDY and

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK

SERIAL

of Murray, in the State of Kentucky, at the close of business on
to, 1931.
RESOURCES
1 Loans and Mat•odnis
898;939.12
59.23
2 te.e.rdrafts
States
3. United
Government
Se102.400.00
curities owned
bonds
Other
4.
,o.ocki-, end
37 14,4
rttlee owned .
5. Customers' l
talky on aunt
of accepoineee • WC.
•
10,500.00
-6. Banking 14,,,is.•
833.300.00. Furniture and Fixt ti vele,
....._ebargn off_
----- 33.500:00
7. Real estate own
then
other
ed
bank Me lams*. .
-250.0e
8.
Reserve
wi'h
Reserve
Federal
....
Bank
55,434 17
9 Cub and doe
from banks....
171,902.55
Ti. Redemption fund
with U. 9 Treasur..,er and tine from US. Treasurer ...
12. Acceptancee or
other b.nks rend
bills of e -tchange oi
drafts sold with int-ion-woo nt of t his
hank
20,850.00
14 Other assets
1.599.8-8

MONDAY and
TUESDAY
-

VP

POPS

THE LAUGHS WHEN

a qaramount gicture
with

GALLAGL1ER
STUART ERWEN
CAR(LE LOMBARD
TASIIMAN
NORMAN POSTER
A I)DED
LAUREL and HARDY

5,000.00

vsee'

in

"BE BIG"

Total
...
$1,474,952.96
LI ABILITIES
o5, Capital
Stock
Paid in .......I 100,000.00
16. Surplus
40,000.00
17 I •nriivldrd penI
11.900.35
18 Reserves for diiends, contingetc.
4,186.56
ii, rusting notes
euts.ending
100.000 00
21 Due
batik'', including
eerttfierl
and cashierw'
cliedss
.taiojic4,
26,310.37
22. Demand
De,
350,137.64
ge... Time Dept:wits .. 1.025.588.0'14
'7 Acroptane(s of
other. ban** and
bills of (\change
or draft; gold with
enderretenentwof this
hank
.
2e,ig",e.te/

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

RUTH

CIAITRTON
" Unfaithful"
"First Lady of
the Screen!"
Now sic • •
---Pfassfic-s

-••••••tumsam••••••••••,.. ••••••••

$1,678,052.9c.
Total
State of Kmtucky,
.C.seinig 63-Calloway,
.-I, V 11 c:ark. Casbier of ,Cie
'abort- named' bank, dd solemnly
seeee.
ti' e atee-e .istetnent is
true to the beat of _my knowledge

v ith

PAUL

tur„As

AbbFli
"THE DEVIL SEA"'
allsaat;r4-r

"THE ANTIQUE
SHOP"

-'••

'-
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Hospital News

Milk Bor
Epidemics

The following
patients were
admitted .to the William Mason
Memorial Hospital during the
past week:
Jethro
Brown, Big
Sandy.
Tenn.; Mrs. J. P. Lassiter, Murray; Little Gene Rolland, Murray; Mrs. Matti. Bruhn. Paris;
Henry
Clay Nowell, Holliday,
Tenn.; Baby Grace Jackson, Peryear, Tenn.; Mrs. L C. Trevathan, Paducah; Mrs. Otho Farris, Murray; Mrs. W. E. Abernathy, Murray; Lawton Lamb,
Murray; Mrs. Elbert A. Lassiter.
Murray.
The following patients have
been discharged from the Masop
Memorial Hospital during the
past week:
saenry Clay_ Nowell, Holliday;
Little Grace Jackson, Puryeer;
Mark Alsup, Big Sandy; Lawton
Lamb, Murray; Mrs. Lee Hawks,
Como, Tenn.; Lee Rowlett, Murray; Mrs. W. E. Abernathy, Nitaray; Mrs. Henry Logennan, Brookport, Ill.

IL Church, South

o'Clon

a

US.

Fulton's county cotton acreage
is the smallest in years, much of
the land formerly devoted to this
crop bein,g put in corn, alfalfa,
Pastures and other crops.

thatOld Suit
CALL 44

PURINA FEEDS

"We Do It a
,
Little Better"
CALL FOR AND DELIVF-R

We are taking over the well.known line
of PURINA Feeds and would like to be
given the opportunity to talk feed to our
friends. Bring us your poultry and eggs.

No Charge

SUPERIOR
CLEANERS

J. W. CLOPTON & COMPANY,Inc.

Dulaney, Manager

iiiiii1111111111111111111111111111

Pg
. gly-Wiggly Store
Lowest Priced Food Store in Town
11111111111114

SUGAR

SOUR OR DILL

The quality of Sinclair H-C (with)
Ethyl is carefully guarded so that it will
always meet the standard you expect. Before the base gasoline is mixed with Ethyl
fluid, it is tested for purity, volatility and
other qualities. Then to this good gasoline enough Ethyl fluid is added to bring
it up to the requirements for Sinclair H-C
(with) Ethyl; and then before it is offered to you for sale, it must Meet a final
test.
Ethyl Gasoline is a premium fuel that
is worth a premium because (1) of_ the
additional cost to the oil refiner for the
Ethyl fluid and the good gasoline with
which it is mixed, and because (2) if materially improves the performance of any
automobile, truck or tractor. IN YOUR CAR, SINCLAIR H-C (with
ETHYL WILL.-Develop more of the power in each gallon of fuel
you buy.
Reduce gear shifting; speed-up acceleration.
Help prevent engine overheating.
Eliminate harmful "knock," with its wear and tear
on the engine.
Ease the strain of driving in traffic and on long
trips.

Try a tankful of Sinclair H-C (with)
Ethyl. Your motor, your nerves and your
ears will prove what a difference those
-vaTualge drops oi EthYr FlUird-maker

V. II Clark, ras1.1er.
teed rind sworn to before
.1,11,, 1931
7th rla),
je -Kan, is.lotar.)
corn, 'Poston e..pires
hruary
12.. 1934.
It 1to 'ion.
It t il .vell,
11 Pc,),•
DIret tors.

POST

pany; Inc.

19c PEAS

49c
3

Cans

or

KELLOGG'S

4

FIG BARS

Pound

10' IVANILLAWAFERS

Pound

• ..
SANTA CLAUS
24-pound sack
FLOUR

Pure Armours
Hog

ORANGE PEKOE

59e TEA

19

Lard 5N0eltbs $4.65 ib2s19C

Tall Can PINK
SALMON

10c

Quaker Cream ME.9.1.
10 pound bag
=
Longhorn CHEESE
pound

Marshmallow CREME
pint jar

15c

Fresh Sweet OLEO.
2 pounds

C4;untry Club MALT
3 cans

95c

Country Club APPLE
BUTTER
.

35e_bottle-CERT0.bottle

-27c

Country Club- PEANUT BUTTER, large jar .
19c

..

9c

Catonla Crul GINGERiALE
Quart bottle
. 15c

10 pound bag
_
P. and G.SOAP
7 bars

4

•

a

•

23c

Country Club.SALAD ._
DRESSING, quart jar. 39c

r

41-

19

Jewell Coffee New la Price 59c

•

*

25c

FRESH BAKED

t
•

29'

jar

TOASTIES CORN FLAKES Pkgs

2 dozen

:

es

I EARLY JUNE

Quart

WI

COMPANY
"PASTEURIZED MILK IS THE ONLY
SAFE MILK TO DRINK

Renew

PICKLES

ed •
the

MURRAY. MILK PRODUCTS

111111111111111111P1111111111fla

Pure
Cane

E
vie
and

TELEPHONE 191

W. T.. M. Jones, Pastor

W. P.

Th

"USE PASTEURIZED MILK. FOR
SAFETY"
So, in the face of all thaiL7:-Why take
-- chances on raw nilik? We can furnish you all your dairy
- products
PASTEURIZED MILK, CREAM,
BUTTER and BUTTERMILK

The revival will begin with the
114 0-0--o4doelt serrlee.
Temple Hill:
10 a. m., Sunday school. G. C.
Burkeen. superintendent.
....
7':45 p. m., "Epwcirth League
Mavis Griffin, president.
.At Bethel, Independence ,and
Brooks' Chapel Sunday Sunday
school at the regular hours.
A welcome and a place for all
who will meet and worship with

.Gial

MI

Nathan Straus, the great national authority on
milk supply
milk_for children, says: "Be sure yournever
been a
is properly pasteurized. There has
milk borne epidemic on record- W-HERE -THE
MILK WAS PASTEURIZED."
Dr. John Dill Robertson says: "Since the PASTEURIZATION of Chicago's milk supply in 1915
there has not been a SINGLK milk borne epidemic
of typhoid, scarlet fever or septic sore throat,
while during the four years preceding pasteurization, there were 19 such outbreaks with attendant
loss of lives."
If we had the space we could go on and quote
such authorities as Dr. E. V. McCollum of John,
Hopkins University; Dr. Milton J. Rosenow of.liaryard ; Dr. Mendall of Yale; Dr. Thos. D. Woods (It
Columbia University; Dr. Chas. Kayo', and scores
of others equally as famous. In fact, all physicians
of any prominence say—

Almo Circuit
Sunday, July 12th.:
Russell's Chapel:
Sunday school 10:00

hi
tods
belt,
ney.
logs
teas
rest

Tit r

19c
- /94c
23c

19c
•

25c-

•••

I.

?-ç

THURSDAY AJiTRRNOON, JULY 9 1981.

(& Pleasant Grove
' Many of the school children
today lituin entered school tor the
better preparation of life's Journey.
4Aay God's richest Nossings be upon all ineluding their
teaehers and the homes they represent.

11•1511111111111116
,BARBEOU

Th

Hot Days

Dri
out and get a delicioua l. rbecued Sandwich
and a co ng drink.
They'll 41 e you a renewed pep and
or to stand
the hot weathe

W.L. CUNNI

HAM

WEST END

A large audiepae, representing
eeveral localities from Calloway
and Henry counties, attended the
-funeral ot _Amos Story here Stittday afternoon,. who died in 'a
Paris hospital Saturday.
he
was about 64 years of age. Mr.
grory's first marriage was to Miss
Ella Neal, of Crossland. To this
union two daughters were born.
By hie- second marriage one son
was born. After the passing of
both wives Mr. Story's third
marriage was to Miss Ella Walker.
e teacher of Henry County,
Tenn., who with the three children ...stare-present at the funeral.
The children are. Mrs. Doty, of
Paris. Tenn., Mrs. Rushing. of
Waverly, Tenn., and a son. Dr.
Daniel. Methodlat, pastor of Mr.
Story's church, -4aq.d Rev. Mr.
Spaulding of Paris, 'Tenn., held
short frineral service 'here as
serviees had been conducted at
Several
the home in. Parts..
friend4 front l'aris were In attendnnee. One brother and two
4 ..
•Lsters also survive.
Mr.. Oeet Wrather of Pates. Mid
Arrhur Miller. of Paducah
'IRV(' returned home from S short
visit with their sister, Mrs. Flor.
Ic Stark. 11114 family near WI.well
'
Relatives froMiTettoifhave arrived to visit 'Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Charlton acid other friends and
relatives..
Miss Mildred Odle and brothreturned' to
Of. 4.n, Pat, have
theJr home at Camden, Tenn_
sitar an extended visit with their
aunt,
Ellis, and
Mrs. Leslie
-

400 ROOMS
EACH WITH BATH
nmsoties within one
block anti center el
fine Shopping District

Dr. and Mrs. J. ,S. Lane and
Mr. and Mrs. John Paschall. of
Henry county, were here Sunday
attending the
fulterat of
Mr.
Story. They oleo visited many
school
Mates and
friends of
earlier years as well as those of
his associates of more recent
years. They extended sympathy
to the bereaved ones.
Brother Wendell Ensor assisted
by his father, Rev. Uno. 0. knaor,
of Murray, are holding the first
revival for Hazel circuit .for this
year.
The Oak Grove Baptist revival
is announced to start July 12 •

Molter, lath' WW Joyce, and Mr. day last week for an afternoon vacation
visiting In the 'East.
Jones, Maxie Puckett, Dude.
Good Insulation
Joyce.
visit with Mr and Mrs. Frank. Her son. ClaY, accompanied her Great
Gaston Smith, Jack Stor),
Hargis.
A Vital Factor
on the trip. '
Wilson
Lynn
Ferguson and Misses
da
The young people here held an Eugenia
had
lirgraa
na
donMoT Memphis, STtrnk.8, - Mr. and Mrs. Healey Waleton,
Pauline and
In ReIrigeriitOi- were holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walitton, and sons Paul all day celebration on the 4th of Lorene Greaoodall,
Others attended
_
Mrs. Bob Hopkins, and daugh- and W. A.. of Benton, left Thurs- July at Peggy Ann Springs. They but their names
e not learned

Hidden Material Keeps lOgit Heat ter, Mrs. Eisele Puckett.
They day for a visit with relatives in enjoyed a basket dinner prepared
Mr' and Mrs.
Ferguson,
That Endangers Perishable
t They returned by the girls. Games, stunts-and and family, ',pent the
called on a number of Other Centralia,
rth at
_ Food Stale.
home Sunday.
relatives here.
swimming were features of the Pine Bluff. They reporte sk., fine
Master
Wayne
Jones
outing.
spent SatThose
present .'sere_ time Iliad a terse erowd.
Mr.. 1Cliet , Skaggs _spent the
_
.To titter own, regret too matey
urday 'Plieit With', Halter Wayne Misses Katherine
Wrguson, of
Thanks, iota, Mr.
Mumble
purchasers of electric refriger- riburth attending the mail car- Puckett.
Centralia,
Ill.,
Marelle
Jones, Stewart, for the compliments of
ators fail to realize .or 'take into riers convention at, Mayfield,
Our Postmistress, Mrs. Jamie Jessie Woodall,
Ruby Andrus, letter. Best wishes to you, and
Mr. and Mrs. James Redden,
consideration the vital part insuCopeland
is
taking
a
Elizabeth
much
Copeland,
needed
Bernice
_continue to do my best --Mrs.
Rayalton,- ill., visited Sirs.
lation plays in the operation of of
rest front the office, enjoying a Ernestberger, Evelyn Jones. Bur- E. Curd.
a modern refrigerator, declares James' parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
-—
Johnson Meek Ce., local Majestic F., Curd, and Mrs. Etheid Curd,
in-law, several 4rajrs
wltz
:
- last
dealer.
Because the insulation a
is cornpletely hidden within the
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Walston,
walls of the refrigerator, many
eliew,
people, they say, do not even aid son, Rex Jr., and
Walston, and OJunior
know it exists or understand that Edwin
wittuosut It no refrigerator can Crutchfield, - of Paducah, were
The new Plymouth with "Floatguests over the week-end with
ing Pewter' anti "Free-Wheeling-, function successfully.
It people realized," they point Mr. and Mrs. Tink Walston.
the c.onting of which has been
One of the social events of the
rumored throughout the trade for out. -that lilt per cent of the heat month was the birthday dinner
many ,weeks. has been announced that leaks into a refrigerator of
little Mies Bettie Lou Jones,
seep« In through the walls and
"my Welter P. Chrysler
opening and the two-year-old daughter of Mr.
Prices- remain practically the not through the
anti Mrs. Ivan Jones. A lovely
at Wi'fore and range front closing of doors or the introducdinner was spread at noon for the
1
- 535 to $40 bkieh• is well With-1 tion ot warm foods, they 'would
idvited guests.. In the--afterpoon
"'Cr"
•
o iho lowest !due field
The eppreinate more the importance cream was served,
Bettie Lou con•Ight .hod y styles -with
wire 01 t h is insulation they cannot
tending for -her share. Those inelteels as standard etietelnen1 see
cluded la, the party were; Mr.
Merge Haat Out
tOadoter, coupe, *poet _emide-,
and Mrs. Henry Ivey, Mr. a
iMaetott, coupe 'with
Ever% body knows that every
Gordon Ivey. and
little
cumble teal. convertible coupe, electric refrigerator has a unity Mrs.
.wo-door sedan and four-door that creates cold by absorbing daughter, Milodene, of Benton,
aitd
the
writer.
Baby
Log
re
-.eft art.
the heat within the box, but a few
Without titiestiou, the most im- stop to think -that 'thiii cold can aelved several .usefal gifts from
A fine time was
portant Innovation embodied in he--etainteined economically only Per relatives.
the design of the new four-cyl- bv itreventing butside heat from enjoyed by all present.
The FIcedetteeef Jute- te.kbration
inder Plymouth is the revolu- continuing to flow in. Insulation
at Gilbertsyllie, _leased_ by tile)
lone! _.kewer _plant mounting ieetne- eiting--that -444499- thee
ulerIcal 'Legion Post of Chittl.
engineers et- side heat from
which Plymouth
rughfng in, to
preseively term Floating-Power. harin delicate perishable foods. place, had a large attendance of II
members front here and is
It., this basically new departure 'rhe better this insulation is, the Post
”nttre power plant is allowed ,roltier, Ile, interior Of the re- Murray. ,They reported the Pie- II.
-Mc
ai
dry one. • reb Music and II
:Its „nalliral axle: e'rfterator can be kept and the
tut ;tie
Engineers of Chrysler Motors less it costa to operate the re- tiothiag tree to visiting Legion- gig
attending were No
mid the Plymouth Motor Corpo- frigerating unit.
Thnee
aires.
thin freely predict that Float- i
"There are all kinds of heat OCUa Puckett,' Louis Ernestberger,
erg-Power will prove to be the insulators. •Wood, for example, end others whose names were
mutual dietirct and noteworthy coif- is a fifty times better insulator not learned.
motor car design han steel. Other materials are
ril.ution to
Mr. and Mrs. Cod, and chilince the introduction of the self- far better than wood. Tests by dren of Wildersville, were the
Report tithe Condition of
brake
or national authorities such as -the guest of Mr. Cotry's -mother, Mrs. en
tarter, .the four-Wheel
it
call
They
5
'7
atetl
b;aZ4
Cnited States Bureau of Stand- Sarah Cothran, over the Fourth RE
'The Fourth Milestone" of auto- ii-ds show that Dry-Zero is the and Sunday
•
mtive engineering.
Miss Marie Hargis, who has is
.ngst efficient commercial luauIt is s!a,ed that lengthy teats lent. Commercial cork and fibre been the guest of her cousins.
and demonstrations show coh- .nsulating hoards are plated from Misses
Evelyn and -Geraldine'
MTIfilvelY that Floating-Power has 20 per cent to 30 per cent below Jones. has returned to her home
As Made to the Comptroller of the Currency lit the Close of
the four- Dry-Zett, in effectiveness.
w',ipped completely
In Paducah.
Business, June 30, 1,931.
timid,e' hue-a-boo of vibrating
- Miss lniogene Vick, who visited 111
Cuts Operating (Coat
-mnh'ning, for the first time in
her grand parents, has returned 1111
hiitertry, the Smoothness of an
"The use of'high efficiency ma- to her home in Paducah.
RHHOURCHS
1,•ht with the economy of a four. terlal In 'an electric refrigerator
Miss Marie Hargis and Miss 111
J.
The car„le oh..dimplay here by means a number of things includ- iniogene Vick 'were honored with II
Loans and Discounts
$895e9$9.12
"t4
Gatlin-Bishop -Motor Co.. local ing .permanent refrigerator effi- several social
United States Bonds
102,400.00
occasions -while in
'
dealers.
elency,. less running time of the here.
Miss
Vick was
honor =
Other Bonds, Securities
373,688.01
freezing unit, economical opera- guest at the slumber party given MI
1cceptanees
31,350.00
tion, reduced wear and tear on by her aunt, Mrs. E.
Curd, Friday
Stock, Federal Reserve Rank .
the unit and absolute sanitation. night of last week.
4,800.00
This item
Because it is invisible to the Pros- I
Banking House
33,500.00
regretfully omitted in the
pective purchaser, he should be Beater letter
Other Real Estate
last week.
260.00
"tele miders of the Jackson positive that the insulation in the
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Young, of
Due from
S Treasury
5,000.00
01 Campany have -been refrigerator he buys is the beet Gilbertsville, were hoses to relaOverdrafts
e
gathering in the First obtainable."
ise.i'ed to
tives at a dinner on the 6th of
eash and Sight Exchange
228,966.60
National 1 nk directors room
Jtily
Those present were Mr.
Meramers of the Taylor county
at eight o'clock
Friday event
and Mrs. Ed
Jones, -and son.
t•topia
Club,
an organization of Wione;
and entertainRefreelument
Mr. and Mrs. Ocus Puck11.618,952.96
ment are protni al by the board older farm boys and girls, are ett, and son, Aaron"; Mrs. Presgrowing
75
acres
of
Manager.
Lf ABILI'TTES
neral
certified
of directors and
corn. icy Ford, and
daughter,
Martha
with a view of supplying farmers
T. 0. Baucum.
Lane Leeper. They reported a
with good seed.
Capital Stock
1100,000.00
fine lunch spread in picnic style
Surplus
.
- ....
40,000.0e
at the Legion meeting.
t•ndivided Profits and Reserve
MI an.1 Mrs. Haywood Rose
16,086.91'
and fault') of Oak Grove, were
Bills Payable
None
the guests Sunday of Mr and
Acceptances
20,850.00
Mrs. I.e. Donelson was called
Mrs. Carlos Copeland
circulation
to the he'd side of her father,
100,000.00
Mr. and Mrs. James Redden.
Mr Neely Brooks, near Palestine,i
DEPOSITS
1,402.016.06
Mr. and, Mrs F'rank Staeks, Mrs.
who has been ill of rheetuatitual
"
rd. at ond rrNotirsisdelnneleogoene
or someti Toe
Vick mCoutor
$1,678,952.99
We w.-te sorry to report the
•
it
one
I
of
of our
most
PERSONAL
SERVICE
is
one
of
our
immutable
wntch
policies,
means
red and pioneer Citizens,
more than just a safe-keeping of your funds, and our officers are always (1111
ora
Dailey. who passed
way
ly 2
ready and willing to advise with you in regard to your financial problems 2
Mrs. Dailey had
n a
.'r-'r of cower for the
•
etst two
ears and had been
ei.Teet-lt m
itine the time that
--- Lord wou
call 1.er. "Weep
Calloway j'irettit Court
of dear loved nes for mhe is at
W.
D.
Erwin
et.est, and_jth h. co.neapiton who
te. cede I 1`. r
years ago,
Vs. Judgment
Jiuly 4th." she was a woman of
E. Ervin etc
•i i„,, to
.•!
Defenda n
1, efts her thoughts in a kindly
By virtue ft
J11111411111111 atel
r ann, r luii v.i'h firm
.-cision.
membership
itolf"tig a
the order of sal.- of the Calloway Cir
Baptist. church. sh
at- cult court rendered 111 the .1ot;
sorrices until her he Ith term ttrereof. 193l. In the alley.
purpose of pa%
r cause for. the
Ste. 1 aves to mourn
a I.
debts. Interest. am:
(our sins and ono son` ments of
sEd stroute Alm°. Mrs, John osts herein expended.
I shall
to offer for gale at the
Gethent. Hickory Grove, at whose
11,11'
Al, 'was- taken
after an PO I 11011Sf. door in Shirray Ken
op ration at. Mason's Memorial tuck. to the highest bidder to
Hospital !several months ago: public auction on Monday.- the
at
1
of July, 1 9 I
Mts.. Cartoon Outland, of Padu- 27th d
hereabout isanie heitrir
cah; Mrs.m cooper. of Padu- o'clock
day t upon a credi
cah. and Mr
Barher Dailey of county coo
0 ,
the followinf _de
Paducah. ineuitur of. polies. force. of six
being and iyini
Misses. Mary and Susie Nfathis scribe prole
You can order a Majestic
lloway Otkunty. Kentucky
spent Stitida, in Benton with their n
_
now
.
use It at this seat-oyeh.
' Sixty I 6u. acres f land in fro
son when you need it most
Norm In
Northwest corner it t
by taking advantage of our
etion 31
west
Quarter of
ast for
rownship 1. Range 4
easy payment plan.
- ht Xtendav, July 27. 931, I 'ecord of source or title !ea. Dry(
'look "R" page 460. Also i\traewill sell for unpaid
te and bounded by
begiening at \Ale
count) tioel for th
ears 1929 Northwest corner of the Sou
and 197-0 the folio ng-property:
of Section 19 Quarte,r
'vest
2 lots. locate
in West MurEat+
Range 4
1,
Township
18V, let Jed up
es the property
thence South with Section
wks, $2 04
-of E
plus fifty-one (61t poles and °levet
penalty
'interest for 1929
. 4F
thence F:
taxes an $2 14 plus penalty ant)) 1111 links a stake,
j24
, fifty-nine (591 pole. to a stake
inters!' for 1930 taxes.
thence fifty-one (61i poles am
• levee (111 hints to Quarter Sec
'ion line, thence West to the be
einning point; Also the followini
_.
tract, beginning St the South
of the Nortbiliget
teem corner
Quarter of said Section. 'Menet
Any physician will tell you
section lint'
"Pet,ect l'urification of the Sys- East with Quarter
poles a stake
tern is Nature's Foundation of fifty-nine I 5'9,,
sixty-seven 1471
Perfect Health." Why not rid thence North
to 11
yourself of chronic ailments that poles and eight (8) links
(59 t
are undermining your vitality? stake, thence West fifty-nine
line, thence
" Section
Purify your entire syltem by tak- polee
ing a thorough course of Calota* South sixty-seven (67) poles and
-once or twice a wet& for several eight I St links the beginnitig. for
book No weeks-and see how Nature re- tecord of title see Deed
7, page 435. Also the following
wards you with health.
(letter-lived tract, known 81.1 a part
This fully developed machine ia.s&ksve all, a
Calotabs purify the blood by activating the liver, kidneys, stomach of the B. G. Humphrey. lands,
quality product which ha b4dtrs pumnstee
and up—F.O.B. Factory
Southwest
being
a
part
of
the
and h-lv. Is. 1n -10 cts. and 35 eta.
.•
Quarter of Section 19. Townahie
for three full years. But Mjátic should last a
Packages All dealers.
(Adv.) 1, Barge 4 East, hounded by helifetime —almost nothin& we out.
ginning at a Rook fifty-fourA54)
«n (10) Links North
Poles ate
of the Southweit corner of said
r:ectlon, thence East fifty-lent- 459
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New Plymouth Car
Being Shown Here
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EXCELLENT DINING ROOM
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The First National Bank
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Dexter News

The Smoothness- of an Eight-. . .
. .. The Economy of a Four

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
unnursommummanwinoutsimumaninummtnius

•

Now on Display

AIIRAGED —

NEW. nylon

FLOATING POWER
and FREE WHEELING
by all means See it!Drive it!
We are displaying the most sensational low-priced car the world
has ever seen. People who have
ridden in this New Plymouth
state that they never before experienced such motor car performance. Floating power is the
cause.It is a new engineering development that eliminates all
feeling of vibration. You will be
surprised and you will positively
went to own one of these cars if
y
in it. Come in today:-.—
'etef erc: It t's-'he Tho
•less car for millions. "
•••-

-

Sheriff's Sale
/
for Taxes

new Your Health
By hiffication

CTRIC

REF

that

GE1W0111

ITuaaruntee

$53

Floating Powig.
Free Wheeling-'
Trip:Timis/ion
, _Hydraulic Brakes •

2iiit

. Pgubt,_!-D_T9.R. Ent..nw
Safety-Steel Body

• i•

Phone-146WILLARD tIl pale, and
South SideCourtSquare

'Murray, Kentiiiiki

Two tripe• week te Si. Louis
Three trips a week to
Paducah

halving the force and...
_effect- of a judgment.-Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms. Geo. S. Hart,
Master Commlastoser.
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•
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THE LEDGE & TIM,illyRILAY, KENTUCKY
1FUOrr JOTS
.
Oannaeldlation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Time. and The TunesHerald. October fe, 111211.
Pathetied By The Calloway Coun_ty Publishing Co,. lad
North Fourth Street, Murray, Ky.
gdttor

Jae T Lovett

Entered at the Fostotrior. Murray. Ky.. as moand clam mail matter

TMember 193i7F
Sasto•Ly. Ergtomm. Associanos

ii3r jos

IMF

Chesterield cigarettes now have
the approval of the nurses, teleoperators, doctors
and
phone
policemen, according to the ad\ ertisers, and all they need do to
get the newspaper men fs to release a nice. fat advertising contract

News is
The Elizabethtown
right when it said the Democrats
will make theinitelves ridiculous
if they harp ou Mr Harrison's
sartorial reputation, that there
shabbily
too many
now
Itubseetptkin States:—In First (' nron.ioaa& District and Henry and are
Counties. Tenn . $1 aS a year . c_ntucicy, 51.10 gissernera' sties
vertaing Rates aim mtormat on about Calloway county market dressed men holding high public
office
tanal•hed upon application.

Siam

,

wants of mankind are food for his
hack
It Mahatma Ghandi had come
latomach, clothing for his
l
As long to America the first part of last
and shelter for his head
Mother Nature is profuse in her las he his the three he will not week his loin cloth would have
promises to Calloway county of really suffer
been additional evidence of a
am abundant production of foods
Calloway should be thankful for high intelligence,
more
sustenaAlready
ftis year.
the returned generosity of
nance for titan and animal has ture
will
law of probability
The
been harvested front tbe field, the
eveotually get the driver who
garden and the orchard at this
hills
up
going
passes other cars
time than during all of the disasor around curves.
trous year of 1930
Democrats of Kentucky should
The wheat crop in this county
grandest
Nature's
Some of
eras the largest and best in years, leave no stone unturned in elect - works are shown on in the sky
It
fall.
this,
ticket
state
their
trig
this
at
corn never looked better
Thousand vet so few see them
season. the peach. apple and plum means more to the party to win ands so to the Rockies and even
generatwo
in
than
election
this
loads
under
groaned
hate
trees
ahroad to time Alps every year and
While a sub- tions because the 1932 legislaof luscious fruit
se« nothing so grand or majestic as
normal crop of blackberries is re- ture will re-apportion the state the great columns of clouds often
ported, dewberries have been un- into nine congressional districts. towering into the heavens in our
or in the event of its failure the
usually. excellent in quality.
tne .ivwttlenienta
the owe
Reports from all parts of the niFne congressmen perteltted
of the Celestial City. And even
chosbe
will
year
next
after
state
county tell how farm wives are
the poorest of our mortals has
replenishing their depleted stocks en front the state at large
but to raise his eyes on a cloud Kentucky Democrats cannot afof canned fruits and vegetablee.
1,-s. moonless night to see the
The drouth of last year taught ford to fail to win control of the brilliance- and majesty of the
duti- legislature or to liOSSeas Such a ,tars and planets in the heavens,
many lessons that are
slink majority that the' cannot
fully heeded.
no more beautiful or impressive
During years of large produc- put through their re-apportion- sieht given to man to behold
November
coming
The
bill
ment
tion, tbe Cr'.- of low prices has
almost luta:11011y made the welkin election means more to the party
state
If partisan or hi-partisan
ring. We trust that it sill rat be than marry of ets members realize
-an issue in the
boartis are to he
disastrous
he
would
loseii
To
lie
of
ilne
protes
this
$o
-- in Kentucky,
No oils- wishes to make himself November election
Certaiiii% we have
those years
issue
the the partisan side of the
learned that it is a thousand times ridicoluus by claiming that
down as the bihands
win
should
appeal..rsall%
Unit
is
preferable to ha%e plenty of food state ticket
partisan system has lie-en proved
loa than s scar- ing. to the rank and file of - the
though prier,only wantire: hilt entirely
not
to
possible
more
no
is
It
party..
At
any
city and non.- a,allit
lacking.
all
to
pleasing
nominees
select
price. All things considered. cornVaceilty pekes hat, been low this than it is to build a road by evdisappointing
snore
Nothing.
much loser than expected. e!, man's house when highway
•
good
hear, a
to
but men) had to throw theiuselags construction is undertaken in a than roint
minimum. speaker and being „ unable tu
To Say t
upon the‘mercy of their fellownien Noddy
e than snatches I,
to obtain'tbe necessaries of life the aril who eoinpose the Demu. gather
what los--says. . nil
and that is Se situation not relish- cratjc slate are as clean, and hon- and there of
runs
orable' and Cali.* hie as thO.S.- who when lie's a humorist one
ed by anyone
mittartasenteitt in
of
the
risk
by
Repubchosen
been
the
hate
After all, the primary physical
latighine at the wrong tint.licans
extremely"
While that is an
the
weak reason for supporting
-' few inoreof'these J tinormally
have
ticket, it is at least sufficient to to-frid - eummers and they
show that no Democrat ha.; an - to threaten something more than
thing to gain by tailing to sue- fladeytOr the evid-doers
his party with a full vote for
Those who stay sway
thaegicket
preachers
_Call __understand
ebe poles will be meting a
,
franf
using the -ProWgit son" as a
half vote, against their party.
text nowadays when no one has
This is no, year to take chances.
the wherewith to go on a spree.
Demothe
While it apiaars that
cratic nomineee,should,ee elected
Drennort introdifficulty "Dr. Herbert
in November witimpt
the colthere is always a _chance- of it slip duced Dr. Gus Dyer at
as "a
morning
Friday
'twist cup ancl,liP and _Kentucky lege
an editor-.
Democrats should make eertain gentleman. though
under the
that they have a sufficient ma- If educators labored
jority in noth the house and pen- sanie eondations they. too, would
when
al.- of the 1932 General Amiss-.' find many circurnstancee
. scarcely commendable
nguage
bly to over-ride a veto on the para gentleman was the only
f
t)'s re-apportionment bill.
To fail to enact a re-apportion- &miner for their perplexities
Wheligt :rren Fisher won first
ment bill at all would be danger04s4t NewsPaper Conous, to permit the Republicans to prise in
put their measure through would test, with htis,Carlisie t Mercury at
k. th4 aWard met
Paducah last
be disastrous.
with the aptiroal of the great
losses to majority ot Kontutskrknewspaper
caused
Cutworms
time. Mr.
-n, This is the th
strawberry growers in western me
Fisher has won the estatel prise
Kentucky.
of the' contests and each has been
Many believe
An abundance of clover -and minentlY deserted
pastures
k rase
helped Fulton him to be the most brilliant edkcounty farmers to produce the, torial writer in the state as well
lambs ever seen in that as one of the mosi capable allaround newspaper men
•
county.

Plenty Preferred

meat is the Ledger.* Times eath the sapi.eline 44 ruse eite oil out
through the pores of the leaf to
week
the surface where it forms •
officials have well "gum'", well known to all tobacThe city
Oil and water do
taken the point that-Mite pro- co growers),
testing a nuisance must co-operat not mix and oil being the lighter
and tobacco harout,
forced
is
toward accomplishing its abatement. There are too many per- vested in this condition Will cure
SOON always looking for some badly and be dark and worthless.
when fullest
George to do it or, a catspaw to But, harivit tobacco
and be
pull their chestnuts out of the of oil, it will cure easily
wealthy and "warty" when cured.
fire,
like
etaporate,
not
can
The oil
•
.•
See
the sap does, and remains to give
Young newspaper illOn soon wealth to the weed.
learn that -printing all the news"
Of all years this is one in which
is largely a matter of whose ox
growers should go in for quality
Is tieing gored.
and not quantity. Good tobacco
brings a good price any time. I
Paint heart Airier won fair shall he glad to ansWer any corlady nor killed a depression.
respondence front tobacco growers provided poidage is Bent in
Evidently. Murray bill collec- reply.
Yours truly,
tors had not heard of tresident
W. H. Davis.
Hoover's moratorium
-

I

Letters to Editor

Unfair Advantage

1.9ersi lilt AG

An editor of a county newspaper appealed to his subscribers
In the following unique way:
-It you have frequent headaches, dizziness, and fainting
by chills,
spells, accompanied
cramps, ehilblains, epilepsy and
that you
sign
jaundice, it is a
are not well and are liable to die
any. minute. Pay your subscription a year in advance and thus
inaki; yourself solid for a goon
.
obituary notice., -Ex.

AmarIllo,TCiat4'
News

Editor:
I have sow... information about
tohlicce to Offer to tobacco growers. This information came front
city father's store of experience
Father began growing tobacco
He
years ago.
titan 75
m
better ties
(Oil nil that there are b
thin where for harvesting tohacco in order for —it to' Ohre
nicely and be "waxy”, wealthy
an•I heavy
In explanation, IPt me state
that -tobareo has an oily substance
which is f oe natural stoma-esteem
It also has a sap ritateri which
goes, at intervals.
cOilieS arid
during the life of the-plant, when

-

Comments on Ky.
Press Session
As punishment to Irvin Cotb
for failing to - ettrod the 62ntl5
it-motion of the Kentucky Press
Association last week at Paduhome town, the
cah.- Cobb's
printer who set the program for
one of the lenclosins typed his
name as "Ervin Told) mueh to
the newspaper
the deliehr 'it
Tben for having to
workers
work on eueli to him day the Mar11 \ ti tip 104. 1.47VPtt'll
i,osifor

4.411P.1111.1

41M
•
80•114

.•

The
YU
itet
ire the
Lim A
is hieli

OWEN BROS.
Try the Owen Way—
It's Different and Costs
No more!
MIEN'S SUITS
*
75c
MEN'S sums tit pairs pan*
III.15
..... ,
TOPCOATS and tkA Fait ti APS
75c
94.E..N'S HATS tt leaned and blocked)
754'
ANY LADIES' COAT
51.00
ANY LAD1104' DRESS
$1.041
SKIRTS
50c
BLOUSKI4
*
* *
it.r.i4e..•st.eereitevee ••• 44
SUNHA'RST 14KIRTS
754'
HATS
LADIES'
No additional charge for fur-tritunted or pleated garments
small additional charge for ensembles
FUlt (OATS
* $2.410.up
DVIICINti'Overcoat*, Ladies tIontn.amitl Ladies Suitt.
SUITS antl-ttRlaiSFN DYED
$2.50
ltio evtra charge No pleating

Murray Branch Office at-VVilkinson's
Barber Shop

Paschall
er

20 years of safe, reliable and economical
transportation
Burnett Warterfield

1931 of • New -York ' *.

Tht
which
appen
a. proi
20.
Serge]
will h
the on
term,
at trac

—For_

1
Taxi

-LAY IN
A Supply of
COOL BREEZES

_
R:

Just Call
1-65

Murray' Musicians
in College Program

The First Thing in the
Morning, Call

THU

1931
- —
Atter-au luau,
swears tato the 'moonlit pasties* writes treat his heart. Lad watt. catnip* back. •
by making
them "first base," . .. Hearing Tom Wellece tell of time spent In an explatian
They did not
"second base."
the magnificence of the old steam- faultless living, one may confesi
need the remainder of the team
But 'If it takes forty
boat days, In a speech that was much. . .
as they all made house runs perfect, to my way of thinking, years, before one may begin to
while the meeting fanniod.-300 faultlessly delivered, lucidly pic- confess with Impunity, I'm lost
Costello in Cynthiana Democrat. turesque.
the
. Wish I could make . . . Flaining Youth, in
a speech, instead of fumb- moonlight, on the roof- garden 01
such
Cadiz
Lawrence in
Henry
ling and quivering with nervous- the Irvin Cobb. . . . The rhyth
Record:—
. Or one like ink beat of
drums, calling to
ness is I do. .
bent
his
at
is.
Elliott Mitchell
Young E. Allison, graceful, witty something" under the thin coat
state
of-the
boys
the
entertaining
and tuercifully short in the morn- Dig of civilisation's veneer . ,
press, and his efforts along that ing heat. . .
Romance in the purple shadows of the jungle and
line ,Itpst week were all that could address of the venerable Harry the heavy perfume of tropical
be expected.
Damnable to feel
Sommers, looking backward upon flowers. . .
-the meeting he attended in Padu- the beat of drums pulsing with
Kentucky has no body of men cah 41 years ago.
Pleasent the heart-beat, to know that the
.
and women who are superior in to be honored by one's fellows tittle is cci,nce to look on, albeit
the
of
members
any way to the
Yet pa- wistfully.
Or perchence tu
.
and one's craft.
A look at the thetically little to offset the vic- prance in like a decrepit satNr
Kentucky press.
bunch at the Paducah meeting issitude* of a life of striving .
and be young again, and asinine
last week is sufficient proof of And so nian yearns for a comple- . . . Aim, Youth! "large, lusty,
this fact.
experience
. . Youth, full of grace,
Loving,
tion that is not of the
. Have you
of men and hugs his treasured force, fascination"
A few years out of the bind- hope wistfully
Good to have the answer that has vexed us,
Meta has not hampered the inter- laughed after eighteen months of that makes us feel a sense of inest John Lawrence,manifests in grim worry, during which I can- completion, as Time begine to trot
the press of the state. He 4 a not retnember to have giggled in- withal? . . Not -to modern youth.
former president, and was untir- voiuntarii). as I did at the bril- I think, will come the feeling of
ing last week in his efforts to liantly ludicrous whispered asides the cynic, regretful only of the
make the boys all glad they were of Joe Costello, the monkey,
temptatns he has resisted. .
In Paducah. Mrs. i.e./mice also Startling to hear a dignified gen- Or is the end of it after all.
indicated her former intetrestt in tleman admit that forty years ago -WOW and dreamin . and think the state press and is still most he remembered a boat trip taken in' hell fires to see?
\Vho
popular with the members and by members
will
Modern. Y•eitli
of the Kentucky knows?
their fillIUMAML
Priers Association from Paducah know the anwieer thirty tears
--to Cairo, but didn't remember from now,
The boys of the Kentucky press
will be fortunate indeed ft they,
are able to hold their years as
well and as gracefully as Young
Allison,
Sommers,
Harry
E.
M. Ceachanr and ['re)
Charles
Woodson. Their presence in Paducah last week added much to

Frankfort. Ky.'. .Ilisty 1, 1931
Collier's of June /7. 1931, had
a most heartening editorial under the Caption, ''LET'S BRAG,"
and I have adopted it for this
rommunication.
The Collier's article began with
these
words: -The pessimists
have been hating their day; their
blue funk has been clouding the
atmosphere, ihe thine has come
to put these gloomy forebodings
to the cool .test of facts and
L _ Then,Cellier'a _proceeds
te give a statement showing that
due largely to their interest in
our country is in a much better
--- --May all four continue to
R.
condition than
many suppomo
little
If you will permit nie a
manifest the same Interest when
more to eat than ever before;
to
try
will
paper. I
they begin Wegener old.
more uioney In banks ttan ever spare tim youy
before, more fine churches and a- Me a little.
dry
and
hot
is
The weather
The Kentuoity,Press Association
echools, and many other fine and
are bilsy cutting was honored at its Paducah meetreally
grand truths, and
the and .the farmers
wheat is
the
of
Most
wheat.
ing last week-end by the presence
article makes one to feel as if he
90 to :15 of four veterans of the profession
wanted to say ._ Dont his heart, fine. Prices is chit-aim.
bushel.
per
cents
-- Harry Sonimers, of Elizabeth'LET'S BRAG!'"
The cattle ale looking fine and town; Charles Meacham, of HopI have resi•lisi at Mayfield.
are' in excellent kinsville; [Trey Woodson, Owensthe pastures
Ky.. all ins life, anti ant uf all
shape.
Allison,
and Young E.
boro,
times concertind'avith her welfare,
I get my paper every week and Louisville.
These four wheeltnl wilt th.• welfare of the First
like
letter
just
*
getting
it is
horses of Kentucky journalism alI '•;rt gm .'ssl ott ci District.
&tint home folks to toe.„
ways are an inspiration to the
An oliservant old citizen has
MTS. Will Sparkman is visiting younger crop of news gatherers
recently said that the Automobile her son. Will Miller Sparkman. at
editors at the annual meetitusirness is a good index lb all GOrgOr. TeXitit.
They were In and
ings. -Pinevlhle Sun.
balminess and I accept this as Amarillo last week on business.
At itement I am connected
mi..
Mr anti Sire II, P. Wrather,
Warren Fisher in Carlisle Merit it t he .%
Departtnent Mt. and Mrs, Powell Wrather
if Kentucky, and this' factgives anti
and Mrs. cury:tiatighler. Mr.
Delightful the metamorphosig
me the oiiportminitv t0 send you Prentice tXrather. Mr. and Mrs.
daughter of, edited feminine gender into
▪ C011ipittatiVe stit(slue-tit. show - Georee
anti
Rhea
we.,
ink the ammo! of automobile mototed over to Borger June 28 .ditnity (that's the only one
nosiness done by the counties 1I1 and spent, the day with Mr. and know) into dimity-clad colorful
. amazing
first congressional district for Mrs. Will 'Sparkman. All reported butterflies at dinner
:he. years 1929 and 1930, which a nice time. Old Texas Long Horn to see Joe Costello's enjoyment
. . and
.
I hope will help to rout old Mr. ate so much that he looked like of a good beef steak
ant no slouch at that game, if
Gloom and help inv all to gain a snake that had just swallowed
you ask- time . . equally as atnazeouraitte and take hold again
a frog.
ing the perennial youthtulnees of
Mrs. Will Sparkman will leave
These thirteen counties, Bal. bow'
Vernon Richardson .
lard, Caldwell. catlowaY. (*ar- for bey 'horn.. in' Kentioilty July miss Larry Fitzhugh .
. These
tiste. Crittenden, rulton. Graves,
West Kentucky boys strike me as
Hickman. Livingston. Lyon, MeI •always look (Or old Eagle's the kind of Kentuckians one
wind,
Craeken, Marshall and Trigg, con- letter • It is like the Texas
might call typical . . distressful
stitittin;:. the first congresmional _bialys, lots and don't say mach, ho to rush to the news stand Friyou.
district of Kentucky transacted ho. Come on Eagle, I am frir
day
morning for a Courier-JourWell if this misses the waste nal and look furtively for the
more automobile husiness in 1930
soon.-than in 1929. although, 1929 was basket I will conic again
picture of that group as we, boardand 1930 Tesas Long Horn,
ealled -the his year
ed the train and find, despite all
I
was called the "drouth year
my
nonchalance- of pose
and
submit the facts to you:
fatuous attempt to appear youthof Passenger Cars.
Number
ful and debonair, that the reTrucks and Total Money for 1929
sult le that I might pass for SenaJ. tor Dick Ernst,
23,22e, 2,269,
was as follows
aged considerably.
In a program arranged by
$370,717
. Delightful
to hear
l'rey
.1; ttort. musicians of attirray enNumber of Passenger Cars, tertained the facility and student Woodson tell of hiring Irvin
Cobb for 918 a week, of Cobb's
Trucks and Total Money toy 1Ye3e
State College in
struggles to get a job In New
23.799, 2.405, body ot Murray
follows
is as
2. York, of his
July
morning,
119¶14,ig7.1w
Thursday
chapel
homeakkness for
exercises Kentucky.
. . .That's another
After the devotional
This shows that even under the
thing
you
can't
take Out of It boy
Gingles
most adverse circumstances, the a duet was given by Mrs.
born lit this state. . . . High
good old first district is still Wallis and Tom Williams. This
lights -for
rne: Meeting
Hoyt
carrying on, and even growing:
followed by two Moore, of the Fulton Leader, who
and I feel that we could very selection was
Kindly
reasonably say with a glad heart, quartet numbers - Lead
'LET'S -DRAW'.
Light" and "Swing Low Sweet
Members of the quarCollier's editorial doses with Chariotthese „words. -The man who sees tet were Mrs W S. Swann, Tom
a brealtalown in civilization in a
It. Oury, and Mrs.
•
Knox county farmers are reii
tentleman
inadvertently business 'depression has his eyes Williams, J.
They were acporting the hest alfalfa, red clover came into our office the other sit it to the mighty forces at Gingles Wallis.
and korean lespedeza in years morning looking for Shroat Bros.' work around lairn "
onipanied at the piano by Mrs.
t
Alfalfa and clover yielcied one to meat market
W.- had no steaks,
Farmer..
Hon H. V. Cnbion, head of the
Miusatter
two and a half tons to the
or chops hut there is plenty of Automobile Departhaent, joins me Roy
The concluding part of the
in congratulating tlie first eonprograiu was presented by E. J.
er..sslonal district on this record
legloommossogrose.
Ford dealer of Murray.
Beale,
all
you
rolAtinued
%letting
in
it
it
smomommi
imagagamossaimarispommismommummia,,,,dmimi
•
hein
Mr. Deal:- played six selections on
selection
g
to say.
Allow
in his accordion. The first
'
"LET*Net
Word s.
r.01.1.IF: It S
art a waltz. It was followed by
twe, other selections. As encore
Respectfully,
played
the merchant
Lawrence B. Anderson,
nututeirs
117.:11«'•.;..3.1e If All These EndearAt 't'0 I NFORNI TIIIN 1:11.0111
Tr
ing Young Chem's". "Washington
- A - .
'A,WU%
he.- Swill", and "Sidewalks
and
N. C.

On Guard, Democrats
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PAYING BY CHECK is
the convenient, business
like way ... the way by

Ai ep check on
•

which you reteipt your

s
bat

ta
Teill

own bills and have your
••••

bank keep

-CHECKING..
ACCO1.1 NT

books

- 1 -.••••

fiW'

you. A checking account
costs you nothing.

HONESTY Is Not Enough
. honesty plus ability and
exper4ence is necessary to safeguard your family's welfare
lifter you are gone. Consult our
TRUST DEPARTMENT.

You can keep a supply of

mountain coolness

aTivays ready to relieve a hot spell

An

ualitY

electric

fan is a storehouse of sparkling breezes alv4ys
ready to refresh you at the snap of a switd;.
You'll welcome the comfort of an electric

Distinguishes Everything That Goes Out
of Our Shop

fan

ccherever You are---ni Your office, living roam,
(lining rnom. kitchen

bedroom

Nothing is more disastrous for the human body than cheaply or carelessly
made and handled food. That's why we
stress quality and sanitation in all our
work—and always at reasonable prices.
Let us insist that you visit our plant and
see ho' w well we practice these slogans.

And it costs

()rift a tract:in') tit a cent an hour to run One

General Electric
atñd
Westinghouse
Fans

We cam a complete

tine--Of irlhanrchouso

and General Electric

Fans.

Stop

and see our display.

.-.AS.SiaCkqed (7e1S..(1r1r1 Flertrle SVstern
,
.,. 1
..-40,
. Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power CompImi,
Worm). kenierliv
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...andsoljvecl
happily ever after"

"

ferxis-r

IN A HOUSE BUILT BY
SAVINGS
FAIRY TALES come true in
this land of abundance and age
of marvels. What you WILL,
you can HAVE, by systematic.
and easy SAVING.
$1 OPENS -AN ACCOUNT

"THE OLD RELIABLE"

•

PARKER'S BAKERY

. you ARE INVITED TO MAKE THIS BANK YOUR
-

A Modern Bakery For a Modern Communiti—

RUSTINESS HOME- 4
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THE LEDGER

st
he
or

0
medals being awarded The singers.
In 1934 the singers toured
France and Spain, appearing more
than 19g Union. la- Madrid, the
41000111 of4110111 attended all the
performances. A tour - of central
The Russian Cossack Chorus
America and
Mexico followed.
which consists of 12 men will
Froik, there the chorus came to
appear at Murray State College in
the United State.).
a program Monday evening. July
The_ director _ was, born _t
20. The' chorus in directed -13Y
Moscow in 1887. He studiedal
serge.' Sokoloff.
The program
the Imperial
Conservatory of
will be given on'the evening of
Music in Moscow, and at the
the opening of tha second summer
University of Moscow, graduating
term, and is one of the chief
in 1915. At that time he was
attractions of the second term.
called into military service.
The chorus made its first tour
The group sings clad in Me
In Yugoslavia after which it 4/11.1 thostuenes of the Cossacks. The
oii tted to give a series of concert-tonorth,' repertoire ineludes cowiii.- Royal Conaervatory of' Ml- positions of Tschalkossky,- IlintLin. A lone tour of Italy followed sky-Korssacoff, Rubinstein, /tech"hiell resulted In three gold inaninoff, Mendelsohn, Foster,

12 Famous Men
To Sing atCollege.

to
St

nil

el
it
he
eit

ne

De,
eu
18,
In
.oi
th,
Iie

FuvroN BLANKED
8-0 HERE FRIDAY

Meseiy, Oleett, nod etlisrs.
The Tribune of Rome nays of
the group "Wonderful performers
under the-direction of artistically
genial and military disciplined
Maestro Sokoloff won a triumphal
success'"'
The -Chicago Daily Tribune
remarks "They are a picturesque
lot,
booth -high
socks, and coats that would seem
to lii3-11ie direct ancestors of the
Prince Albert of another generation."
"Bases dig down to incredible
sub-base depth, tenors that sound
not at all like conventionally
trained tenors, the whole With
many modifications of volume and
pace create fascinating efforts.'
--College News.

Russian Cilisisacte chorus
- to be in Murray July 20

of

TIMES, UlltA4"MINTUCICY

'Get Behind Your

was laughable. Didn't amount.to team.
a bill of beans. "All shout toMr. Arthur Wynn of Bloomgether
in
that
morning".—, ington, Texas, returned from San
'•Eagle"
Antonia
where he has been hop29,
ing to regain his health.
1898,
Tapley
Very
(Carlisle Mercury)
little improvement was seen, but
Curtis,
e o n'I knot,' of no business," wrote
--his many friends are wishing Mal
veterfederate
Roger Babson, noted. business
Robinson Holds Visitors to The&
Mr and Mrs. K. E. Geurin and a Speedy recovery.
an, Mason and
statistican: last -week, "that does
Hits, Shaw
Blasts
Orave`s county family of Bloomington, Tries,
Miss Dole Belle Geurin is the
so much good and is still so
Home Run.
d i e d, spent the neek-end with Or. and guest of Miss Doris B. Simpson
jailer,
little appreciated as the newsMrs. M. C. Geurin.
was
this week.
paper. businessL"._
_
-pitehed - tisem--•
* The Algna -baseball team was
The_ crops of Algae and the
It was- Mr. Babson's voice that
hit baseball to blank the Fulton
the
llieFna
pt-"Nal alil
in
edgrTh
ton
in defeated by the Danberry nine' surrounding country are in need
team here last Priday as the cried in the wilderness of our
cemeter;
July this past week-end.
Miss Dole., of a rain.- .
Murray Independents took ad- speculative debauch warning of
3,
1931, his Belle Geuriu seems to think that
The young folks of Algoa are
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strate.
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The Experiment Station of the
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only the zigzag University of Kentucky furnished
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lodging movements of a butterfly plans for a large modern dairy
C. T. RUSHING. Prop.
barn being built at the Kentucky
IL. Introduced the quartet as -0 the less appreciative,
but to
Phone 233 Fifth and Maple
Baptist children's home at Glenbetag the best quartet in Ken- Claude
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West Clay
companied by Miss Mary Evelyn Ittreet, Clinton, Ky., It is
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of the sky.
The members of the, men's
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Kentucky To -Spend
$30,000,0011- on Roads

UY
ASEMENT
ARGAINS

IS THE MOST DELICIOUS OF ALL'
ICE CREAM'S
A creamy brkck of frozen joy . . just laden with
ripe, luscious fruits ... unequalled as a-dessert, unexcelled as, a between-meal refreshment.
Goldbloom brick or bulk ice cream is rich and
nourishing to a high degree, it is recommende4 Jy
. Medico and epicure alike.
Goldbloom Ice Cream will be a favorite with you
very first spoonful.

from the

Sold by All Goldbloom Dealers—or From Our
Plant in the Larger Quantities

Paducah, KY*1
-

THE RIGHT
TOOLS
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WE WANT YOU TO DO YOUR BANKING BUSINESS WITH US AND
DON'T MIND ASKING YOU
The United States governmait found
our bank worthy of membership in the
FEDERALRESERVE System of Banks.
This pnables us to take our securities to
our Central Reserve Bank and get Money
ANY TIME.
When fou put your money in our bank
YOU can get it when YOU want it.
-Put your money in the First National
Bank.

FIRsT NATI0N Ai BANK

!

Murray Ky.-

r

*
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Don't Rasp Your Throat
With Harsh
Irritants

QUIT COMING
'When I was a girl, I adfend periodically with terrible pains in my beak "and
sides. Often I would bend

•

almost double with the in-

"Reach for a
LUCKY instead"

tense pain. This would
last for hours and I could
a* no relief.

-1

tried almost every-

'that*Wwi recommended to me, but found

"wain and Eve In the Garden of
Eden—A story we haveall heard since child. hood— Consider your Adam's- &Apple—the -possession of each one of us, man or woman
—your voice box—containing your vocal
chords—your larynx—Don't rasp your
throat with harsh irritants—Reach for a
LUCKY instead—Be careful in your choice
of cigarettes.
Remember,LUCKYSTRIKEIsthe only
cigarette in America that through Its exclusive "TOASTING" Process expels 'Certain
harsh irritants present in ell raw, tobaccosThese expelled irritants are Ma. to manufacturers of chemical.compounds. They are
not present In your LUCKY STRIKE. And
so we say "Consider ziol_sr Adam'. Apple."

nothing that would help
until

I

Cassini.
thought

began

taking

-nt• h•r
would be

it
good fqr nie, so she
got a bottle of Gardal
and stinted me taking
it. I soon improved.
The bad spells OAS

Drive a Six
aid you'll bug a Six

coming. I was actin
In normal health.°
—Mrs. rural Harr%
vramssore. Tata&
Maid At AM.,Dr'ste
Stoma.. \Hit

So much more smoothly
six perform—so
doee
•
h more quietly, comfortably
sfil itexibly=that, once you have
experienced the pleasure of driving
a six-cylinder ear, you will never be
sa tisfied with less.

der performance in 'the Chevrolet
Six without one penny extra fice
maintenance and. gperatien.
It
costs no more for gas, oil and tires!
And maintenance expense is actually reduced by the freedom from
destructive vihrtflinn.
•

Nor is it necessary to be satisfied
with less. Six-cylinder performance
is today within the reach of every
new car buyer in America—for
Chevrolet is one of the world's lowest-priced automobiles.

Drive a Chevrolet Six and discover
these facts for yourself. Come in
today!.

Any Icherrelet

..... —
------.::

Economy Garage

PAINS

Moreover, you can enjoy six-cylin-

.
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ENEF1TTED
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CARDUI

Neat LOW Priers — Owaroadw paimmessor
priews rens* /rem $4711 i.945. 7n5uels ehmeala
$355 95111111. 411 0•488•/... 4.
flint. Mk& Special .9Wpns,kret ostre. IND •Se•
lion•-.4 prin. end mu, G. M. A. C. Urns,.

dealer or salesman will give you wish-

ed* obligations, a tree ride he a Chevrolet Six —ally Use

NEW cinvittoLET- six
The Greed American tVaine
SM. .
• 0..
Mar

9*
See year denier below

•
•

YARMEK-1314:00101 MOTOO,VEPANY; MC.
West Main gtceet
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Including the.leie of Ultra Violet Rays
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'Sunshine Mellows—Heat Purifies

— against Irritation -. ;;;;;InSi-_-r;Ugh.
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'• - were stsitor, in the home of Mr.
and Mrs T W Marshall last Sunda) week
Mre Lows-11 Jones and little
son, of Kirkaey, Mr. and Mrs.
Billie Hurt, of Tobaeco, visited
their parents. Mr and Mrs E.
D, Hurt, Sunday
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Vaughn:, of
Memphis, Tenn., were here the
Fourth to visit their parents. Mr
and Mrs J W. Yau.On.
- 0. -T. !Mayer.
W Vaughn.
Clyde Vaughn. and Jake Mayer
were in Murray Salitrday

muusiticorrucz:

Mr and Mrs. Dick Miller and
Mr and Mrs. Will hillatead spent
:he Fourth in 411bartaville, Ky
to attend the American Legion
Mr. W H Scruggs. of Hazel,
meeting and picnic
and Dr El Ray Scruggs. of Paris,
Mr Lewis Burton, of Detroit.
Mich., visited his brother, J. %IQ
Tenn., spent
several diva last
Burton, and family a few MO.'
week in Hutchene. Kansas, visithail weeks.
ing their brother,
ecrugge,
and Mrs Scruggs.
lewrnk It°wire of Paducah,
waS, imm Hazel Monday on business. Laffoon Fkys Repulalican
Mr. and Mrs Ram V:Itite, Mr
spent
IMIS %Vaterfield
and Mrs S. A Byrn, of Camden,
Mre.
Misrule II Speech ail
Tenn.. and Mr and Mrs. NI 0.
Tuesday with Murray friends.
Barnes. of
Brothet Fred Chunn, of Henry,
Birmingham, Ala
Acceptance
Station. Tenn . preached two fine
eseee•—•--nr_
eertatons
teem
Christian
the
Mrs T 5. Herron, Mrs. J. E church here Suaday at It a. tn. Promises Rigid Economy in
teowards. -Misers Annie Lou Her- and .tt night at 8 o clock
The
Busisess Adminron, and Madtlene Lanib, were sermons were eliMed - by large
Paris )asItors Thearasitty.
audiences.
istration
Drs Will and Rob Mason, of
Answers to name of "Peirce Murray.
Mr and Mrs Manual Paschall
were Hazel visitora Sat- And :74.gcl Story. of l'aris, atAbout 12 inches long
MADISONN'ILLE, eCy. — Judga
imrtl:ai afternoon
tended the funeral of Mr. Atuoa Ruby Laffmm, in a speech
Strayed from the Miniature
Mr J' T Turithos , Mrs 0. B.
formall3
Pleasant Grove accepting the
at South
Slots
democratic walnut
Golf Course Bring him back Turnbull.' Atilt Mrs. Wni Hull at- Sunday afternoon
don
for
gals
ernor
Restful)
of
Amos
of
tended
Mr
/Its, funeral
and receive small reward,
J. M. Marshall, cashier of Dees rout sled ti note of high Ideal Lana In
T/11 nbow at 4:ailnien last Thu rsBank, celebrated the Fourth in government reform that Inspired the
lay afternoon
Nashville. Tenn., visiting friends. thounands vela) attended the notill
cation ceremonies lucre , with full
Bro. A. N. Atterberry and Bro. eonfidence in
Report of the Condition of the
the party platform
Ludington-, of Nashville. _Tenn..
anct 'Amounted r.tirru belief that the
visit entire
here last week alO
were
state tieket will he elected in
friends
November lay tale of the greatest
Bro. B. W. Spire, of Murray, majorities e‘er recorded by an
at th.e Seventh Day Ad- party In Kentucky politics.
Doing business at the town of Hazel, County of Calloway, iireaches ehurch
here, otter a
ventist
After guying that realization of
business
of
State of Kentucky, at the close
month on Saturda) morning at the responelhilities that tall to the
on the 30th day of June, 1931,
JUDGE RUB'( LAPPOON
11 o'clock.
standard uearer had somewhat Pla4
Mrs. Mande White and son, Detect his elation over being unatilState
and county schools were
RESOURCES
her mutual) immolated h) the acute conMurray, and
Sebren. of
paid ca,nsidentlike attention by Judge
guest, Mrs. C0fleillnee Acree Les- vention. ,and after paing high trIti Laffoen, who
Loans and Discounts (including rediscounts,
said: -The illaTeall of
ter, of Princeton. Ky._ were here ute to the elinracter and qualifiete our educational
foreign bills, exchange drafts, bonds sold
Sunday the guests of Mr J. B. tione of eaeh of his opponent,. largely upon well program depends
mortgages
indorsement
in
trained and
and
with backs'
Mayer. and daughter, Mrs. Myrtle before the convention. Judge Laf fied tettehers. Teaching In thequalilow,
hands of trustees to secure bond issues) ...$84,182.42 Osborne.
teen treated specifically nanny of er erades is
ge IIMPOriant
Zee in a emertherertrin policy as teaching In equally'
- of - FILM Thee
.....
Securities Owned ... ....
—Miss Jennie
the higher grades, or
in high school, anal all teachers
Overdrafts
None Tenn., is the guest of her sister, he pronoses to sltek
Rose, this week.
Fry
Sirs.
abould
lie
paid
commensurate wee
Economy
Program
23,710.73
Due from State Banks
1.1„dgo,z.
ia all 0,
Mr and Mrs. C. D. Paschall,
, their service rendered. Our country
148.50 who have been making their home
Due from National Banks
partments .4 state government the teachers should he tutu on the same
5,447.54 in Trenton. Tenn.. for the past 04.111.1114,4 ileelarod his
Cash on hand
first step scale as etir ,,at tete-here"
to
back
moved
have
years,
few
1,000.00
Assails Tariff Law.
Banking House
.
would he .4
1111.4iete ii oil s... 1111102A
here.
Assailing the republican party as
the titian. hit --Caws of tha• common
945.00 I heir houie
Furniture and Fixtures
Quite a number of` the Hazel 'weett. in the time he he,:onies gov. I•ellig resPonsible because
Of an int10,753.71 peopie celebrated the Fourth at
Other Real Estate
ermitdaeerilied a system of loti.
sihc
ls
.,tiiitar,
tltr.
fttillititta1
,'
,
brought
Bonds and other securities borrowed
None Pine Bluff. on a picnic.
94't 01111(111g. lit• prop..sea to Inauguryw
ta'res"
.
Mr and Mrs. le E Bonfield, rate. that alit tatmlate the slate's eign countrlee that practically bar
Mrs. 0, T. Mayer, Mrs. 1221.4411-va ...ampler.. each twenty-four American products frs.iii world mar$236,583.87 Mr and Alibritten.
Total
Mrs. Claud Metre
ulila means we ran know kets. Judge Laffoon declared: "The
Charlie
White. Mrs. Lois Waterfteld, and it the ed.... of business each da% republicans ha,.- made a doormat of
LIABILITIES
Mrs. .1 D. Nix, attended services hew armee the etate ()well. to whom the farmer -Wheat at faarte cents;
$15,000.00 at
Capital Stock raiq ill
the Christian Church in Paris, for emit, ellen the obligation was ,•orti tel sixty.the cents ; livestock
in, arred and. whet') it will mature selling for less than reeding costs;
20,000.00 last Week.
Surplus
We protolse
tle.rotigh InvEsti- cotton at nine cents and tobacco
Harry Lee eVaterfield. of Mar1,645.65
Undivided Profits
of i•oerY -late dePartinent fair ,
' elem.: below the came of production
to
7,656.53 ra‘, was here last week-end
Reserved for interest and tales lotrposte
the
diseoverlotz
and eor .kre typical fruits of the
WaterLois
Nam
inotioq49,884).19 '.lit
Deposits subject to cheek
reetine 'theses end . eliminating tits' larcenists! in 19^J3 'great bene•
fIeld
under the
Deposits (on which. interest is paid including
Mrs R. It Hicks and sons, wit-te and extra,agent* wherever It ieeiver farm prognam.
arty he .f.rond to exist.- said the ; "I ask
my farmer friends."
certificates of deposit)
142,401.50 Shelby and Evard, were In Mur- nominee
Laoiiithe f)42111ilt
"to look at the
Due to Banks
..
None ray Fridat, afternoon
Dentine at length with the sytatern !other stale of the
picture and to tell
Mrs W N Mason, spent last
hixation..111.1ze Laffram stressed me we," you tire
Bills Payable
None Thursday in Murray with her
"saying for farm
II,.' need for reform In the matter litisfetilnery.
and. In fact,
sons, Dr. Will and Rob Mason,
''01)r OVer impietnent ef Imshandrv for every
Buchanan,
of
Hawley.
Herbert
that you
8236.583.87
Total
,
.....
lotrdetied tticna, era are entitled to halve
tui%
!Tenn . was here Saturday te relief. and 'I dna the bulk of corn
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
, visit his parents. Rev and Mrs. plaints have to do with the tdenket
Staolna
f
Arend Plenty
Starvutien oa every hand lu •
Ni Hawley.
asse,onent elanse in the state law
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
and Mrs. Noah Paschal
nil- platform prornrSea legtshatlout land of pt -no. Every granary burstWe, C. T. Allbritten, president, and J. -M. Marshall, andMr.daughter,
Millie. Ora, and
will nresent tinfalr taxatirm tag • w it! whott :and every packing
cashier, of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that Mr. and Mrs James Underwood, that
through the. dl,.'.-or Idanket as. latese tilled with meat while hunger
stalks In thonsamba of tuittiee., is a
the above statement is true to the best of our knOwledge spent Sunday in Fulton, ley., SP4.4.144411t
at rouge emaiitentary MI the effeeand belief.—C. T. Allbritten, president: J. M. Marshall, guests of relatives and friends
Sanking
Situation
:keneaa of paternal* adnilnistration
.
Mr and `Mrs. E L. Miller and
cashier.
I . wiry the hene•sulent guidance .,s handed 4sof t
our reenhlican
children, Celia
and Edd, and
• Subscribed and sworn to before me this ith '
day of July, brother.
Fred 'Chun, attended of 'Miracle iii. n iloorer our courr ,riends.
has
been
try.
walikened
and
our
"Ter 4441146es tmetoployed, Gra
1931.—Wm. Milstead, Notary Public. My commission ex-tsh.. Hardeman meeting at Parts,
people distressed lay a series of up- thotisand bank failures. twenty-fiveSunday afternoon.
pires January 16, 1933.
palling hank failures. (*.tentless Se- thoesned eommertint- failures a
—
posItore loi‘e lost their life savInga )ear. thousands of abandoned farms,
through "al lapse of rennin Nall) wild speculation In stocks.
declining
phases of odr banking straieture export totals. deereased
production
Our platform empliasizee the erying and a rapidly
niotinting
need for more stringent taws awl are the net resul'a ..of critne waYr
republican
more Held enforeement. and we 'flmarjiitiii's arutce Ow
good year 1920.
stand pledeed to the a pp,,Int ;nen, of
"Now. thee tell its that no politwlI be
e°nainirealtPilifitter"arri4eAlMnIS:vetl‘t-It‘i-ne
for ip41,rntlY.one:1.7 14"
cort
on
re PnaP
'
i d.lit'll:
alobuie
r
than to determine their fitness.
year,.
realize that honking is a haz- if we ago the) acre telling us that
wantiql
continuation
indefinite
ardous busittega. deveh 'ng risk 'noon of
the general prosperity then being
stock holdera tt ho. oven as deposit
to get It
ors, require protection In the legit! enjeyed the only
mate rolidpet of their kusine... One would he to vote for the republican
of the first acts to be requested of ticker M,v friends, if they take the
the zeneral assembly will be beets credit fur prosperity they likewise
lateen tanking toward further pro must neveid resp.,nsildIlly for their
reeling of depos-itere and hanker- an-called Aetiresslen
••WItenevitr the American people
alike." said the r101111110P.
tiny.- heroine alepreesed beyond enFarm-to-Market 'Roads
duriinee, whetiever they have felt
Praising the-present higlovray calm the a rushing force of privilege.
miesien ('or it. -efficiency and fair whenever they have seen governdistribution a.' rond collatruction ment threetened ht centralization,
Jedge LatTaent pleege4 liti etrimlnis whenever they have been sickened
tendon to early completten of trtmt by eorruption in high places, whenlines thrown the state. After tiles, ever they hate banked for progrela
ore ebeen built. •eist gams otrnow” and reform:-the) have, called the
will become available for MINIM:: demorentle party into power.
lateral, or farm-to uorket roads. be
"TN-) did It In 1900. They did it
mid. 'Our ilirtners most lie pro again In 188-e and again in 1912.
sided with taterans for transporting They are startles to do the same
at a minimum feet, their preidnet, thing now, anal will complete the
•
to markets ar all spawns,- he de task in 1932." concluded Judge
, There are more than two more months 'hot weather and those
cirtred
ffoon
who 1-3-uy
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WillSave You Money
at these savings will get the full ueneli.

of all kinds.

om summer good!,

This is a money-raising sale. Things look better for the faim,•r
as crop Prospects never looked better_at this time of the year. Rain
and moisture in the country, so that doesn't 1( ok much like a drouth
-this year. Anyway, more has already been pr, duced this fear
_ than all

ittat

them -carry their load.
Tile Harris Ornes.acapal starts
Walt a minute! Here is .1.e &bill week under the management •
Clark for merseratatire. with
of Miss Clothe Paschall, daughter
record that eannbt hi boat and of Mr. and Mrs. Bethel:Paschall:
Farm work is progressing:Woo- besides that .he is a Christian Maas Paschall is a very efficient
ly in this seetiou.
Crops are wand and a leader In his church. armeer and a character that can
looking fine after the Wg Minn. • root neighkor, and in round be followed se-an exentille of good
There is no sickroom to report. numbers a reargentletnan. We are works
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Parker proud of him!
—"Busy Be."
and daughter, Ober*. of Detroit.
Mich., Mrs, John Emerson ant
Report-ef the Condition-of the
daughter, Anna Lee, of ruses.
- Miff-111119t—AttiWW
on, visited Dir. and Mrs: -Jowls
Parker, tind family Wednesday
of last week.
Hazel, County of Calloway,
and Mrs. Ira Travis and Doing business at the town of
State of Kentucky, at the close of business,
tiro daughters visited Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn Darnell Sunial afteron the 30th,day of June, 11131
noon.
The people around Shiloh are
RESOURCES
glad to hear of the recovery of Loans and' Discounts (including rediscounts,
Hr. Elbert A. Colson, wbo had
foreign hills, exchange, drafts, bowls sold
recently undergone an operation
with banks' indorsement and mortgages in
for appendicitis.
Clyde Robert. spent the
hands of trustees to secure bond issues)... $91,356.40
week-end at horns..
150.00
U. S. Government Securities owned
Rev. and Mrs. W. T. if. Jon*,
8,900.00
owned
Bon&
Other
were the Wainer inmate at Mr. and
Mrs. Burnett Scott, and fanillY Overdrafts'Unsecured
Due from State Banks
None.
Sunday.
Velment Royal and. Dalton Due from National Banks84,520.05 liar
Parker, Tom Edd and Bay Trav4,014.72
Actual Cash on hand
is attended the singing at IndeNone
pendence Saturday sight. They Exchange for Clearing
None
reported a nice time sad good Cash Items
singing.
2,500.00
Banking House
Miss Eulala Falwell and broth- Furniture and Fixtures
500.00
er, Guy, left Saturday for Bt.
2,500.00
Louis after spending a few days Other Real Estate
None'
with relatives and friends here. Bonds and Seurities borrcrwed
Several from here spent Sat- Accruals
None
urday at Pine Bluff,
included under any of
resonrces
not
Other
Mr. Holloway Travis spent the
2,500.00
above heads
week-end with his parents, Mr.
alit- Wm- tra Travis. Str.-Trirrts'
-11:...teg -- farm work In
$147,074.07
Lyon
Total
county this year.
The life of the Texas man was
LIABILITIES
very hateresting.
Capital Stock paid in
•,
$15,000.00
Well, I reckon "Wild Bill" got
Surplus.
seared and run off said I guess
' 7,500.00
187.71
the big rains have settled "Dus- Undivided Profits
ty" —now what will Temple Hill Reserved for interest and taxes ..
2,000.00
do for a news correspondent'-- Depclaits subject to check
45,898:02
Butterflies.

Democratic Nominee For
Govtrqor- Plans Relief I
- For Tax Burdened State

LOST

IT
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Youz-Home
in Louisville--

year.

And it will be like a printe
home to YOU. Come as you are'
A cordtal welcome here always.
Coracor t.ble—cool. and courtesy
1is the keynote--.-near to the trains
- and -bows — a converrent garage
for your car. Stogie rorans $3.00
up—aotitle $1.00 up.

Prices

are low. Factories are looking for the fall pick-up a:id as
demand goes_.up so do prices. For that reason It is good economy to
buy &I-ring this July Sale for you know that prWis are not going any

lower.

Shiloh News

a

MM.'S-1M( OF MARL

•-V

harris Grove
Feeling good/ 1 should say so!
Ye have had a refreshing rain
that has helped every thing and
made everyone feel good.
Last Saturday WWI a grief
holiday.
Some celebrated by
going fishing and some went to
town, but I went to church and
heard a good serrhon.
The Rev. S. B. Rudolph filled
his appointment at Beech Grove
Saturday and Sunday.
Reverened and Mrs. 8, B. Rudolph, and family spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Kelso.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hooper, of
near Pui-year, Tenn.. were Sundoy
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Page.
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Beaman,
of Bell City, Tenn., visited Mr.
Beamates parents, Mr, and Mrs.
C: S. Beaman. Sunday.
-if--you have anything good to
about anyone—tell
gay
them
while they live, for It will help

Deposits (on which interest is paid includi
certificates of deposit)
7,6,538.34
' one
Due State Banks
Due National Banks
e
-,
Notes and Bills rediscounted
None
--..-..-.-.; a .. . „ s
Bills Payable
None
.•
Bo'nds and Securities borrowed
None
Notes, Bonds, Bills of Exchange, Drafts, etc.,
sold with bank'S endorsement, or under
purchase agreement and trust certificates secured by mortgages in hands of trustees
None'
Other Liabilities not included under may of
above heads
None
Total

$147,074.07

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAT, Sct.

We, H. F. Rose and W. H. Miller, president and cashier
of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the
above statement is (rue to the best of our knowledge and
belief.—H. F. Rose, W. H. Miller,.KSHRDLUSHRRRF
belief.—H. F. Rose, president W. H. Miller, cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of July,
1931.—Wm. Milstead, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 16, 1933.
H. I. Neely, J. R. Miller, E. W. Miller, Directors.

•••
A Great Selling of Etraw Hats Begins
At This Store, Friday; Here's ie Story
Right here in the. heart of the s's on we find that a.. have more hats that' w esaant
stele_ teem
;" low. r..a•
to carry over. There is but one thing left for us t,t eo
toiees. Nashville bar said do it . so here goes.

Our Annual
CLEARANCE
EVERY HAT IN THE.
'
HOUSE MUST GO!
• -\
These are not"sale" hats, botight especially for
this event, but every single hat is from our regular stock of high grade Artily& We-are not
holding the best back either. Orders are to sell
EVERY hat in the store at prices that place
them within the reach of every' man's pocketbook.

WE HAVE YOUR SIZE

BROWN HOTEL

•

PRICES

4th and Broadway

WILL
NEVER
BE AS
Everything for the school boy and girl will be found at the COB=
NER STORE. Also, many things for the school house, such as water
buckets, rope, curtains, chalk, etc.

LOW

and Furnishings for the boys.
Dresses, Dress Gouds, Shoes, Accessories for the girls.

he Corner Store"

-

;7",r444.117;

yraralm

Thee.. beta on sale have either
plain black bands or a dash
of color if you prefer it .
fell leather sweat hands, and
boy, how
comfortable.
Ask
your neighbor
he has one on.

49c to $229

Milani; are at home in most any kind of nocietv
.
Red they're
practical as well as stnart, too Some of
them are' turned down
all around..
some are snapmel down cockily over
Ong eye'''ee
any typf, you may call for is here. .At aueh
reductions. it Is real
,
.
iy• 'a pleasure to bey one

COME IN EVERY TIME YOU ARE IN TOWN

0.Turner

For general - or business
wear you simply cannot
beat a trim sailor straw.

Smart Milans

We have everything in School Supplies—Tablets, Pencils, Paper,
Notebooks, Pens, Ink, etc.

,t

NATTY
SAILORS

AGAIN!

Suits, Overalls, Shoes

to'

$1.49
$3.19
Crawford liatlin hie
Murray, Kentutk

S.

•

-••••••••••
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regul
and
whiet
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ready
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WIMP,

aerie
moat •
ghter
M,ent
can
good

-Tli LADOZR 4.TIMES, MURRAY, KINTUCKY

winsisnemiwwww.
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filmmeassei

way,

Remember those days last winter when you were all wrapped up in an overcoat and praying for summer? Well,
it's here...honest to goodness summer! There's no point in letting it disappoint you,though, by,being a little TOO
warm...just look around a bit and you'll see any number of things that will help you keep cool. In fact, this whole
_ page is given over to "cooling" suggestions. Read up and down the columns and "wise up" yourself now!

6.40
0.00
0.00
2:90
[one,*
3.05 lor.
4.72
lone
lone
D.90
0.00
3.00
lone"
lone

WIRAIIN

Winana Robinson and familY.

\\\\

IMMOINEW--

4.07

3.34
one
lone
colle
one

Ill'SY BEE l'ibUB MEETS

meeting day.
When we set mir goals a few
The Busy Bee club at its last months ago we considered fifteen
regular meeting gave a abort for our enrollment and we have
and interesting program. After gone 'over the top with one for
which Mr. Dickey took the boys good count.
All were present
to et Mr. Hall to measure their at the regular meeting except one
tobacco ground.
will
probably
he
be at the
and
,Miss Wileue was not present uest one.
t this meeting. The club teader
Our first picnic was 11,--ld at
present and the girls got Pine muff with several absent.
V
ttis_ir
rens and caps all cut But all who did go don't count
Wirier •". Robinson Wan born
ready to`snake. We are all hop- tn.. day wasted.
limitary 14, VI01l. in Lexington..
'log to hare hem wade by next
The visitors at our last meet- Kv , passed away June 29, 1931.
He was a patient in the- United
S .trrs Vweran HoipPal at Out
wood. Ky.. at the time of his
death.
.•"•HO- laGta a membei Wrath* Mothchurch of Dawson Springs,
Ky., and lived a true Christian
Re was married to
until death
Miss Wonolla Robinson October
21, 1125.
l's 'o-ie' lif.• wss full or deeds
of righteousness and always ready
to do his. duty at any time7
He is greatly missed by all who
i:OPW liii.
Fi was a kind and
devoted husband. He always had
-amile- anti a word of cheer for
all lila„friends.
We ciinnot see why he was
It was sad to
'aVen ft-aut.- 4s
But we will all
give him up,'
,
There's no mystery about
..at,t to pay the Debt ,sooner or
the popularity of WEAR'S
laterw P know not wlfen. He has
suffering. itials. or
no more
FOUNTAIN-the best and
'rnhley to go through with. He
purest ingredients.
Mixed
prepared
has
a' road for •otherii
'hat we may look forward to`1,,,,
with experienced skill, serv'1IPP1 him In heaven.
ed tast.,_fUlly and cilorteously

Obituary

'one'

[one

4.07

hier
the
and
tRF
uly,

TH9SE
REVIVING
DRINKS
WEAR'S.

Blunt the ShEimest Rays Old Sol
can send your
way.

amid pleasant surroundings.

1st Methodist Church

DROP IN OFTEN AND
BRING YOUR
FRIENDS

Our Presiding elder will preach
'or . its at the
hour,
morning
11 o'clock. It is hoped that all
iprInitors will show their appreci :Lim) of our new Elder, Bev.
0. C. Wra titer, and come to hoar
him. Sunday school at 9: 30 and
junior church at 1 ci tO o'clock.
The lea_iies will m t RS usual
at 7:ao p. in. and the evening
Ferrier wills he held at R 00 p
The pastot is thfs week enga2ed in a revival with his son,
Nev. W. L. Ensor, at Hazel. Let
us not forget to pray for the sacPrayer
CeSS of this meeting.
service will meet as lomat .on
\Wednesday evening followed by
choir practice.

/

CURB SERVICE?
YES, MA'AM!

Wear Drug Co.
The Old Reliable

Off at Golleglate
There's a reason for Collegiate Inn's popularity
with the towns people as well as the college students; friendly, courteous service with fountain
and luncheon service of all kinds.
We would like to call your attention to the' say-ings in effort end worry thise warm days by letting Collegiate serve your private parties for you

PRIVATE DINING ROOM
AVAILABLE

COLLEGIATE INN
LLOYD and RAYMOND

this extreme measure to

ISliElg

PATHFINDER,
''-ORANGE
PEKOE
TEA

SUMMER SUITS
AND
FURNISHING
Experts agree that the only
way to keep cool is to eat the
right things, don't look at
thermometers and worry about
the heat-and, above all, keep
PROPERLY DRESSED.

Calloway Man Will
*Preach Here Sunday

We offer cool clothing for
men and boys of all ages-

SUMMER SUITS
COOL TROUSERS
SHIRTS "
OXFORDS
HOSIERY

11;t0„_.

BRADLEY BATHING
SUITS
For ken. Women and
eIttidretr-

-OWFMHOUS-TON-COMPANY-

1

Bro. John
W. .Heleapple. a
Calloway county man, who has
been preaching In Texas for many
years, will preach at the First
Christfan church next Sunday
morning at 10:45 o'clock.
Mather Holsappie has many
relatives and friends in Murray
and'. Calloway county who will
want-ta ifvall themselves of this
l'ipporto nit!: of hearing him'.
The church and pastor ext4:714
a IIIOSI cordial invitation to all
to -come and hear Bro. Hoheip
pie next Sunday morning.
_
now - are better guarded
against the action' at the sea
'than formerly, hut recent statistics show the risk of fire has
been increased.

Neurisigia
in 30 minutes, checks a -Cokl the

first day, and checks Malaria hi
dapi.
666 Salve for Itihy's Cold

Aitilild•be a'day old, so as to cut
more easily. For roiled sandwiches, or for very thin slices of
bread to be buttered on a plate,
fresh bread should be used.
White or brown bread, rye,
graham, whole-wheat, raisin, date,
or nut breads may he used, sometimes two or more kinds together.
Long, nari ow rolli make
attractive sandwickes when sliced
lengthwise, buttered and filled.
Fot. frtrrtiliRri-lbe roll may be hollow d and filled with sandwich
material.. Thin salt wafers or
crackers are often used for -paste
sandwiches.
Bread
far
fancy sandwiches
should be cut in slices as thin as
possible asd the_ crusts rettiovtsl.
Picnic anti lunchbox sandwiches
re cut soinewha,t thicker altd the
crusts usually left on. The -filling and butter for picnic sandwiches should be increased in proportion to the thickness of the
bread
Italian Sandwiches
cupful
minced celery;
cayenne
2 tablespoons
Mayonnaiee Salafl Dressing: white
or whole=w hea t tire-ad, 1-4 cup
minced haul: prepared mustard:
2 tablespoons Chili sauce; butter.
Combine minced ham and qtrtery and season with 'dash each
of
cayertne
pepper and
mustard.
Moisten with the Mayonnaise and
chili Salle,. l's.- white or whirilewheat bread.
Cheese,
Green Pepper
-- I Meld grated American
cheese;...-1-4 Cupful minced green
pep
-bread; 1-4 cup Spanish
ves: -2 tablespoons Mayonnaise
sled &easing: butter.
Mix together cheese, oils es,
green peppers and mayonnaiae.
ButterS, slices of bread,
spread
half of them with' the filling and
over with other
s of bread.
°the club Sandwiches

,CALVES, COWS, HOGS,
LAMBS, Etc.
We Will Pay Market Price
For Stuff Delivered
ANY DAY
Truck Runs to St. Louis
Three Times a
Week

DRINK- THE
BEST

Velvet
Pure Cream
Ice Cream
It's so -Smooth,
and Rich
We especially pack ice cream in quantities as W-k:
small as half a galton or th.e., home. picnics and ,A•1
parties. 75c a half gallon, packed.
Serve Velvet Ice Cream at Ice Cream Sujipers and
you'll please all your guests.
Eat-VELVET Ice.-Cream. You'll Agree It's -Grand!
„

MURRAY ICE CREAM CO
Kirk Pool,'Manager

Telephone 66

L. DPI N VS

IN A
COOL
PLACE
Our fountain is headquarters for tlie_Sociati_for the
Prevention -of Suffering from Heat. Not only ar
the drinks cooling and delicious but electric fans
make it pleasant and comfortable
BRING YOUR FRIENDS!

JONES tq.
ltryc, COMPANY
Hea

SHIIOAT BROS.

al P6-

EATS
Refreshing Sport

RENEWS YOUR ENERGY-THAT
HEAT SAPS!
Contrary to much popular opinion you should
eat a proper amount 'of Meat with your summer
diet.

at the
eal

Swimming Pool

Meat is the great energy builder that is needed
to replenish your pep that is sapped by hot weather.,

Nothing is more cooling and delightful these' hot.
sultry days than a plunge in the cool waters at the
Swimming Pool.

- There are many (1,?ligliftul ways of serving meat'
in hot weather. Housewives should consult their
menu books.

Accommodations for every water sport.
guard for safety.

A

Get a party for either the afternoon or
Stay as long as you like!

evening,

AND CALL NO. 1.2 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY
OF THE CHOICEST,CUTS

1--,---MURRAY MEAILIQUID OR TABLIICTS

CHOC0-BIT§

WANTED TO BUY

keep cool these torrid
days of summer.

stuffed olives chopred. and ina),
-onnainti
Refreehing Siandwichea for
----- nneffilMeg-FTW-TM51,
---B) Josephine IL Gibson
Sandwiches vary all the way
from the fancy, dainty bits of
goodness which we serve at tea,
to the , substantial many-layered
sandwiches Which are always so
popular with men.
Bread
for - flat
sandwiches

Sewinscuttons on- his skin and
ca litim_tt- an eruption
hiser;s4:t
FIPaell soldier 4w.amerl Didedet
in
jail

at all grocers

1st Christian Church
Sunday school at 9:30. A hearty
who will
welcome awaits all
You
need the Sunday
conic.
school and the Sunday school
needs you. COMP early':
Tiro' John W. Holsapple will
preach at 10:45 Welock Sunday
Morning. Special music by the
choir.
'"?'he- pastor will preach at 7:45
o'e.lock Sunday evening. Special
musictt
Wednesday
meeting
Prayer
night at 7:45 o'clock.
Three Christian Endeavor Societies meet at 7 o'clock each
Snaday evening. All young people, boys and girls welcome.
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME'
K. B. Motley, Pastor
•

Rod/le Cleaners: Phone 441. We
!call and deliver.

Mayonnai
calad
sli.;ffeit Sj.:1 .811 oi
butter, 1.rtitee
,,s; -baron:
waterert•ss.
Toast
slices nt - bread 'onefourth inch thick until a R even
golden brown.
Butter lightly
and let roof
stightly. Spread
with thick mayonnaisp. ital• half
thesslices place lettnee leavea aad
4 cover with sliced olives. On
the
remaining toast, arianxe slices
hrolled bacon.
Put tog;4tber
an
•arnish with watercress.

otTEA TIME

will
Missionary society
The
Tuesdar-afisr.at
noon at the church. This -is a
business and program meeting
combined and all the members
are skied to att.ehd this, the
only meeting flaring the month.
Make every effort to keep up the
Intereet during the heaatti term
and
friends
invite your
and
Orangers t'o all the services.

You See turn?
The mian
who was wearin!
spotted trousers hagging at the
knee's
His coat was soiled and
lastly needed 'Fret:sing.
Don't he like hint - Be Attracti ye
:
Com
Come oin M
Murray,' less clean up.est
We offer you popular prices--

1$101014401411(' Ar•411111INVIIITAMINIM
SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK END- 2,

1111111T16.

Garden SalldWichep.
„l imit. pepper, paprika and spread
'Spread whole wheat or rye thinly with Mayonnaise; next a
•IWeed with creamed butter, then' second slice of bread, buttered
eh woo/mat-se Wad --oresstagil*441*--"4"'--""e -4+4e.---44#41•44444044.4-444Garnish with spoonful of
.. to which enough chopped parsley l it,
and with
Stuffed
or cress has been added to color Mayonn.tise
Olive
it slightly. Scald, peel, and chill
four medium-ailed firm tomatoes;
sandwiches Men Like
pare a cucumber, remove Needs
- Rare Roast Beef and horseand chop with one-half, a green radish and onion minced on white
Pepper aad
small onion; mois- bread
Swiss cheese, to epared
ten with Mayonnaiee salad dress- mustard, and rye bread.
ing. Slice tomatoes and arrange-----Hat Frankfurter itatraagea in
Mg were: Mrs. Carrot Clark, Mrs.
on serving plates as quarter-inch slices, skin removed
Noel
Parks aandwiches
Pa e, Mr. D. M.
fol lows
and prepared mustard, in rolls
Misses Carrie Hart, Iva Nell and
First a slice of buttered bread, or white bread,
Rebecca Sue Wilkerson, ;ad Mr.
then
slices
.of
tomato
dusted
with
-Chopped hard-cooked eggs,
Gerald Bryan Wheeler.
_
Our next meeting will be the
3rd Friday in. July.-Club Reporter, Hera Parka.

0.00

0.00
0.00
7.71
0.00
3:02

SARI) OP THANKS -1 wan to
t he n k each and every one for
yoiir kindn,
ss and thoughtfulat the death of my dear
husband. I also eant to thank
the Am erican Legion for their I
kilidnes..
And the appreciation i
for the- beaatiful flowers. - Mrs

Telephone No. 12
WE DELIVER PRdMPTLY "'-

4414A ‘4
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IT PAYS TO BUY A SEASON TICKET •

CM-AND ICE -COMPANY ,
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munAT, upsrucxy.

Ilirs
Is the guest tit her Mr. and Mrs. Wilkerson are na- returned to their hem* with
rived Friday afternoon to eyelid Dr. Herbert Drennon who in turn V 'rib, Texas.
Jones after a two weeks visit in
county. Calloway
of
and
tives
Churchtn
W
R.
cousin,
Dyer
Dr.
Dyer.
Dr.
a few days with elm Moores' introduced
Mr. 'and Mrs. &Leen C. Parker, Murray.
shiest family this week.
of the South's
parents, Mr and Mrs Burgess is one
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Saratnons.
Louisiana, are visitMiss Louella Rogers, Wert Pa- Parker.
Mies Marjorie McEirath has aT- of Ringgold,
humorists, a member of the Vaning Mr. Parker's parents. Chief and cb-Udren, have returned home
ducah, is visiting tier cousin.
the
of
to
vaspend
a
city
editor
the
and
in
ri'ed
faculty
derbilt
Hendon
Graves
Mr and Mrs.
B. Parker and other after several Aays visit with relaMime Connie Mae Miller this week. and baby
cation with her parenta. Mr. and and Mr-a.n.
have returned from Southern Agriculturist.
and relatives.
tives and Mends in WhIteville.
Justus Ellis and family will Knoxville. Tenn.. where Mr. HenOutstanding valises in chill- Mrs. W. W. McElrath. ligiss.Mc- friends
Our Dexter soorrespondest is and Vildo, Tenn.
leave Is-it week for Tolu. KY..
with the Motor drens clothes. Demerol of organ- Elrath Is one of the most valued spending the week at the Homeconnected
was
don
where Mr Ellis has been elected
Service Co. for several months. dy and batiste. tauwaser Patamaa. field director.-,of the Proctor &
Smith-Hughes teacher and princi- sfter a two weeks visit they will Suits for the little boys. from 1 Gamble company. Sbe has been makers' Camp at Lynn Grove. but EOR SALE-or rent brand new
send in har..five room house on South 13th
past few weeks In has fled forgetten
pal of Tolu high school. Tolu is
Lu NatthYllit Where MX.. tiend.nn to 5 years of age.-Hotel Fashion spending the
C._ B. _Fiatna
letter.
beet kaolin lit.eVits the producer eein
-C-teeterte,44.-_ochicethe
Arumtees a good position
of the district champion ixes
Mrs. Eltutrr E. keYnolds and POR RENT-House, dose la,
Langan Hay, eon a Mr. and
Dr D. H. Kress ham returned
itt, at
everting. July
Saturday
basketball teams,
her son, Elsworth, and her daugh- North 5th. street, modern con-.
house law is to his house in Washington, D. C., Mrs. Hafford Hay, of Irvine, Ky.,
the court
7:30 on
Mr-s. Chas_ Haley was discharged AO Old fashioned Ice creme Stip- after spendin e a few days -here ,s the guest_ of his cousin, Jim ter. Mary Rath. are the guests veniences, including hot and cold
of Mrs. Mabel F. Glasgow. public water. If interested inquire at
several days.
from the h:evet Houston hospital ;ter
! Serb et.1 by the !adios of with his daughter. Mrs. WjlJtani Edd Diuguld, for
health nurse of Calloway county, 210 N. 6th. street, or telephone
Sunday
and
Dr.
will
Mason
the.
that
and
-vats"
for
Mason
Come
H.
Homebursh.
4
the Fir.t (11rbstian
Mae_ 113.
Neol (turd. has been at the made take numie by the beat daughter.
be armed by the ladles of the and her niece. Miss Barbara
Pena°. junior at Murray State
National Military Horn, in Day- rooks in town.
the
WI thumb
on
Christ
First
daughand
Lovett
Arch*
Mrs.
.
ton. Ohio, during the .inier and
lawn of the court hotter Saturday College. The Reynolnp ere (mu FOR SALE-1130 Model Whipthree ;let coupe with rumble seat, good
'Dr Palmer Reed spent a few ter. ofros Angeles, arrived the
returned
months, has
spring
wetting. July IS. An Old fashion- Detroit and plan to spend
exan
of
for
last
part
week
Iiitler
relavisiting
or more weeks In Murray. This -onclition, cheap.-Mrs. 11. A.
home to spend the summer. ays here this week
ed Ice LIvain Supper.
Lovett's
with
Mrs.
visit
tended
has
Reed
Dr.
and
friends.
tf
is the fartherest south that they Clicker, 111 S. 9th Street.
Mr. Curd ._ ta a disabled World ives
They
M. T. -Morris. T. R
Jones, have ever been and they are
in
Shreveport, father. Dr. C F. Dale.
located
!wen
War veteran.
spent a week with Mrs. Dale in Senator T. 0. Turner, Dr. Ben very much Interested in Kentucky FOR SALE OR TRADE-53-acre
this
locate
in
will
but
leoutsiana.
Robt. Butterworth and family
Macon. Missouri. enroute here
farm 4% miles southwest of MurB. Keys, T. H. Stokes. Harry 1. And Kentuckians.
of Mayfield. INt're gutAtAtS of rela- .ection, possibly in Murray.
Mrs. Prentice Moody and lite( Siedd and Joe T. Lovett attended
Mrs Burgess Parker has been
Senator T. 0. Turner was a ray; will trade for mules Or regtives here Sunday
Detroit.
of
Jean,
Wanda
cereLaffoon
daughter,
notification
the
Address L. P.
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Mrs. Emma( Martin is spending leen undergoing treattnent at the rey. Tuesday
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Local and Personal
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When Ladies Entrust
Their Nicest and--

-Two
Plai

Most Valuable'
SUMMER DRESSES
"
•
MODEL CLEANEtcb.•
Ns.
to

1.

itb"
Light Clothing
SEPARATE
ChSaned
from Dark Garments Always

CALL
141

nntt\o

BIGGEST-QUICKEST-BEST
Wells Purdom,!Stammer

WALTER V. BRAGG

1

sound

SATURDAY SPECIALS

100 pounds GROUND CORN and OATS
95c
100 pounds BRAN
$1.20
190 pounds SHORTS
$1.25
100 pounds GROUND WHEAT
$1.20
100 pounds HOMINY HEARTS
$1.80
100 pounds CHICK FEED
$1.45
100 pounds 16 per cent DAIRY FEED
$1.00
48 pounds GOOD FLOUR
90c
1 ,bushel MEAL
GOOD PRICE ON CORN AND OATS

the '

"t.-wart county. '
The revival begins at Russell's
chapel ere( Sunday at 11 o'clock
alter. children's day program will
EveryI..' held at 10 o'clock.
body ins ited.
Mr's. J. F. Boat-wright is visitL.
lag her daughter, Mrs. W.
Nettie/. at Wilmore, Ky
Mr and Mrs. &Antes Houston,
ar- 1
of San Antonio. Texas. have
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rived t o spend a - vacation here :
Mr.
with l'AAIAIIIVetl and friends
Houston is an ekecutive with the
Building and Loan
Southland
Associaticm. one of the largest in ,
i
Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love, of:
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out after a protraxted illMr. Ryan Is elewly reness,
gaining his strength.
Mrs. Tom Peavey and two chli---:------= dten, of Atlanta. Georgia, Are
sfes Ras Rho uaes
ere
ntdsinogf tshier. sa-encdif slic
sgpuees

Like Buying Tickets for the Movies
It's easy to pay for tickets for an evening at Ale tackles. You
dont miss the outlay because it is in small amounts
You can now buy Ordinary Insurance and pay for it a little
By including insurance in your monthly budget,
at a time
it's easy to keep-up a eubstantial life insurance contract The
Metropolitan bookeet, LET BUDGET HELP, which contains
practical hints opt running a family budget may be of assisThis booklet and details of the Metropolitan
tance to you
nioathly-paynnt Insurance plans will be given you, without
by`
onfigation,

WALTER, V. BRAGG
Murray, Ky.
308 South Fourth Street
Representing
,
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

CRAWFORD
GATLIN Inc.

Y
Zec

2
SAUSAGE
POUND
15
PORK STEAK
POUND
15
'BEEF STEAK,
BEEF RI13 ROA.ST POUND
9c
POUND
CHUCK ROAST
ic and 9c
MUTTON '°""
8c 4,14. r
POUND
SALT BUTTS
POUND
SMOKE BUM
ARMOURS STAR BACON Lb. 30`

loan. Mrs_ Peavey was formerly,.
Miss Grade Hughes, of Murray.
c Mrs. Dave Silverbiatt and daughter, of iletnphis. are visiting Mrs.
and Miss Evelyn
'Willie 'Lien
- , ,. vie .tr
!_tnn.'vt
.forTi
tizlyMNia7; NNViillYiatknits441h7s. re..fr ed from Bowling Green where
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$1,001,527.55

Total

corm

STATE OF KENTUCK1 •
Receive calves Saturday only COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
We, E. S. Diuguid and Ed Filbeck, president and cashH. B. RHODES
ille.above..nanied. bank, d °solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and
RAY LINN
Funeral Director and Embalmer belief.-E.S. Diuguid, president; Ed Filbeck, eashier.
Ambulance Service
Subscribed and sworn-roThefore nit, this 7th day of
Lady Assistant
1931.-Hugh Melugin. Notary Public.
July,
Day Phone 104; Night 25-3
My commission expires January 16, 1932.
- at MORdRIV & HEATH
Morris, Directors.
-Ben Grogan,_W.S. Swann,.
-- BENTON, KENTUCKY -

all Mw. C'4ft,ii Bowman
baby
Of a
piviit.
dr.:atter.- BetrY 30, nor.; Sunday
West
iiiorntne et their home on
The child only lived
t.
,
Malts "tr.
,eiv les s.
Dim
tr-ol.
. •Irtlfrt Wt
In- In Musrey tor a
asr,

Doing business at the town of Murray, County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, at the close of business
on the 30th day of June, 1931.

1,

Mr.

.

BANK OF MURRAY

RESOURCES
•
Loans and Discounts (including rediscounts,
you own-against the hazforeign bills, exchange, drafts, bonds sold
ards that-might suddenly dewith banks' endorsement and mortgagPs in
prive you of part or all of
hands of trustees to secure bond issues ...$649,100.39‘
.157,326.36
them.
Bonds owned
709.68
it guarantees the invest- Overdrafts unsecured
33,479.10
Banks
State
from
Due
ment In your business" and
28,824.0g
can even guarantee your bu- Due from National Banks
. 1.8,799.73 ...
hand
on
Cash
Actual
siness income.
12,332.56
for Clearing
Property, properly protec- Exchange
413.18
Items
Cash
ted with sound insurance, is
12,000.00
House
Banking
like a gilt-edge bond. It has
8,276.39
Furniture and Fixtures
a sure valise.
75,166.16
.cOther Real Estate
It is our business to prop- Other Resources not included, under any of the
erly apply the right kinds of
5,100.00
above heads
insurance to your business.
.. 41,001,627.50
Total
FRAZEE, BERRY &
LIABILITIES
$60,000.00 e
MELUGIN,Inc.
Capital Stock paid in
30,000.00
Surplus
General Insurance and
$ 87.37
Profits
Undivided
Bonding
Various-Reserves (including divi7,895.63
dends declared -and unpaid) .
I First Flonr Gatlin Building
PHONE 331
Less current expenses, interest, taxes, etc., paid 8,073.00
2
. 33,612.38
Deposits subject ot check
"It does snake a difference Deposits (on which interest is paid including
1who wtitee your insurance"
519,985.88
certificates'of tiepoiit
37,165.73.
Savings Deposits
1,335.82
Cashier's Checks outstanding
8,941.41
State Banks
to
Due
LOOK!
20,000.00
Notes and Bi,ls rediscounted
80,000.00
I want to buy hogs, Bills Payable
Liabilities not included under any of
grown cattle, lambs. Other
2,413.33
............. .
above heads

wee"th '

-
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AT BROs. MEAT MARKET iwohlic.r
FREE DELIVERY

to the rural carriers contentIon
which Na. ilt-1.1 at Mayfield Friday and Saturday.
Miss A%etta Granger. of Fort

bytE
Ten
melt
the
Jul:

Living Room and Fibre

SHIRT
SALE

at

No crops too large or too small
We are prepared
Highest market price paid

Mayfield Milling company
'Mgr:

Well_Known Manufacturer
Co-operates With Us in a

Beautiful New Selections in

Met

0101

tet Us Handle Your

t

FRIDAY

.ivr?

JUST RECEIVED

Maytiek!,

We most cordially invite
you to see this showing,
which includes the very newest things in Living Room
and Fibre Furniture designing.

00

Remember, we have a full
line- -of porch and lawn furniture Old-Refrigerators.

E 44'H

Those shirts are not to be confused with the ordinary
sale shirt. They are NOT seconds or mill ends .. they
an- strictly first quality shirts that usually sell for $1.45
and over. .Purchased from ti nationally known mann- '
lecturer, they tell a dramape story cf quality and fins
Shorrn'trr -viiovest madras and broadcloth
workmanship.
all fast-to-washing. Full cut. Solids and patterns.

We.Are Even Underselling Ourselves
in This Event -.
ANOTHER
.4e111 #14
- These sbli;s i.e. fell rut with 7button fronts Shown In fast colored

The Home of Jersey Cream and Rukao Flour

Furniture

broadelatl-s

greenh, tans,

blues, and In white All have stayBuy severe,
down collars
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Your Home Should
COME FIRST
*REMEMBER-We Trade New Furniture for Old
11

V.

u.UrkFit.036- E.:JUI
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West Side Square
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Murray, Kentucky
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